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From the Editor: 
Ballarotti explores the therapist as 
a survivor and their motivation for 
trauma-related disclosure within 
both the professional sphere and 
the public domain. Adversity and 
abuse in earlier years may often 
be presented by clients in therapy, 
but what of the therapists who may 
have also experienced abuse? In 
her contribution, Valerie presents 
the insights of three therapists who 
have embraced their dual identity 
of survivor therapist and offers us 
a window into their reasons for 
disclosing.  

We are invited to consider the 
psychological supports that may be 
required by our clients who have 
survived a cancer diagnosis in our 
third article by Dave Cosgrove. 
Dave examines how this client 
population may be burdened with 
ongoing personal, psychological 
and existential crises. Included in 
this article are the insights of five 
psychotherapists with experience of 
working with this client population, 
presenting the primary identifiable 
themes, the psychotherapeutic 
approaches employed by therapists 
and their view of this work.

Our final article invites us to 
consider the language we use in 
therapy with our clients. Alex Delogu 
highlights the habitual patterns 
evident that are often repetitive and 
lifeless.  Alex suggests that keeping 
our language alive for ourselves 
and our clients could be beneficial 
in clinical practice and he explores 
how language can become stuck 
and presents ways of ‘unsticking’ it. 

We continue with contributions 
from IACP members of poems in our 
poetry section entitled ‘Florescence’. 

I hope you enjoy this edition of the 
IJCP and would like to thank all of 
our contributors for taking the time 
to submit their work. I wish all of our 
readers a happy and healthy 2022.

Terry Naughton, Editor

timing, pace and titration, in order 
to avoid overwhelm of traumatic 
memories, is necessary when 
encouraging clients to express 
their emotions. Offering validation 
that their experience is reasonable 
and acceptable is essential and 
psychoeducation focusing on 
trauma-related symptoms may 
help normalise how clients are 
feeling, and allow them to see 
their symptoms are not unique. 
One intervention that may prove 
particularly helpful is the teaching 
of grounding exercises that promote 
safety.

While the articles in this edition 
of the IJCP vary in content, they are 
linked through the theme of trauma. 

Our first offering from Julie Brown 
and Leanne Macken outlines details 
of a study undertaken by them on 
behalf of ‘One in Four’, which is 
a registered charity that supports 
adult survivors of childhood sexual 
abuse and their families.

In this article, clients’ and 
therapists’ experience of the 
overnight transition to technology-
assisted therapy for complex 
trauma due to Covid-19 restrictions 
is explored. While elements 
of safety, boundaries and the 
therapeutic relationship were 
impacted, the ability to continue 
with therapy during restrictions was 
presented as the main advantage of 
technology-assisted therapy. 

Our second article by Valerie 

Dear Colleagues,

A warm welcome to the Spring 
2022 edition of the Irish Journal 
of Counselling and Psychotherapy. 
A new year is upon us with one 
of the most notable aspects so 
far being the lifting of many of the 
restrictions related to the Covid-19 
pandemic. This may bring a mixture 
of excitement and trepidation (and 
everything in between) for ourselves 
and our clients. I wish you well as 
your resource yourselves navigating 
this newness.

Trauma is the Greek word for 
‘wound’. Although the Greeks 
used the term when referring to 
physical injuries, nowadays, as we 
are aware, trauma is just as likely 
to refer to emotional wounds. An 
ever-increasing body of research 
suggests that experiencing 
traumatic events is linked to long-
term psychological, physical and 
behavioural health risks and many 
of us support our clients to find 
ways of engaging with the world, 
with trauma as part of their lived 
experience. 

As practitioners, we are aware 
that trauma manifests itself in many 
varied ways in the therapeutic space 
and offering a safe and welcoming 
environment and establishing a 
positive therapeutic relationship 
may be experienced as particularly 
supportive by our clients. Holding 
an awareness of the importance of 
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• Understanding the ways 
technology may influence the 
therapeutic relationship;

• Informing decisions in relation to 
programme delivery; and

• Providing a perspective on 
technology-assisted therapy with 
complex trauma.

The term technology-assisted 
therapy is used to refer to real-time 
client/therapist interaction using 
telephone or video-conferencing. 
Findings indicated that comments 
on convenience and the lifeline 
offered by technology-assisted 
therapy aside, the majority of 
participants preferred to return 
to the in-office setting. Despite 
the cyber security of online 
telemedicine platforms, the office 
setting’s containment, safety, and 
privacy are not easily replicated 
for those accessing therapy via 
technology. The ‘whole body’ 
presence in the room is felt to be 
crucial for a majority of clients who 
have experienced sexual abuse. 

Telehealth offerings
Notably, the literature on telehealth/
telepsychology and eHealth 
comprises studies ranging from 
apps amd asynchronous e-mail 
communications to real-time 
therapist-engagement that most 
closely mirrors the traditional in-
office setting (O’Connor et al., 2018; 
Sierra et al., 2018). The proliferation 
of telehealth offerings is propelled 
by imperatives aimed at improving 
access, cost-effectiveness and 
reducing other barriers, such as 

a sexual offence against a child. 
This article outlines a small, 
mixed-methods study that explored 
clients’ and therapists’ experiences 
of the sudden and, for a time, total 
transition to technology-assisted 
therapy for complex trauma, 
necessitated by the Covid-19 
pandemic. In particular, the study 
was interested in:

Research Article

Technology-assisted psychotherapy  
for complex trauma
By Julie Brown and Leanne Macken

Introduction

One in Four is a non-government 
organisation that provides 

psychotherapy and advocacy 
support services to adults and 
their families who have survived 
childhood sexual abuse. The 
organisation also delivers a 
prevention intervention programme 
to people who have committed 

Technological advances aimed at increasing 
accessibility to therapy have resulted in the 

wide acceptance and normalisation of telehealth 
offerings. For clients who have experienced child 
sexual abuse, balancing convenience with factors 
including safety, the whole body in trauma work, 
and the potential impact of interruptions and 
intrusions is vital
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anxiety for the respondent as they 
did not have to request time off work 
were common and in keeping with 
the literature on accessibility (Maheu 
et al., 2012). One respondent 
commented: “The fact that I live so 
far away, it is helpful as I don’t have 
to pay for public transport and I can 
get some work done.”

A small number of respondents 
linked being in their home 
environment to increased comfort 
and ease, which may, for them, 
have created a sense of safety 
and relative ease. The physical 
therapeutic environment is accepted 
as important for trauma survivors 
(Smith & Watkins, 2008): “I was 
able [to] surround myself with my 
own objects – tea, comfortable 
seating, being able to stare out a 
window while speaking. It felt super 
familiar and peaceful at all times.”

Results showed that over 60% 
of respondents felt comfortable 
using technology. This reflects 
the increased familiarity with, and 
reliance on, technology for day-to-
day needs, such as shopping and 
online banking (Morland et al., 
2017). Regarding the therapeutic 
experience itself, 46% agreed that 
they felt more tired after their online 
session than they would in person.

The quantitative findings posed 
questions and offered a challenge 
to the apparent advantages of this 
ease of accessibility. For example, 
figures showed that 34% did not 
feel connected to their therapist and 
32% found it difficult to see their 
therapist in a different environment. 
In addition, nearly 40% of clients 
stated they found it difficult to talk 
about painful issues online. 

There was a significant difference 
between men and women’s level 
of comfort in talking about suicide 
and self-harm online, with men more 
likely to talk about it than women. 
This is at odds with a meta-analysis 
by Breslin and Schoenleber (2015), 
which found that women were more 
likely to report a history of self-harm 

18 statements for clients and 11 
statements for psychotherapists. A 
thematic analysis (Clarke & Braun, 
2014) on the qualitative replies 
was conducted in conjunction 
with statistical analysis using 
the Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS). Data was 
analysed using descriptive and 
frequency analysis and comparison 
of means data and screened 
and coded for gender, age and 
participant type.

A total of 64 responded and 
57 completed the survey in full 
(psychotherapists 11%, survivors 
71%, prevention/offenders 13% 
and family group 5%). Three themes 
emerged: therapeutic space 
and trauma; connections and 
disconnections; and therapeutic 
relationship and depth of work. 
While all clients who responded were 
grateful for the accessibility and 
lifeline offered by technology-assisted 
therapy, the vast majority wanted to 
return to the in-house setting. 

The quantitative findings proved 
important, offering challenge, 
difference and context to responses 
to the qualitative questions, 
particularly in relation to safety, 
boundaries and the therapeutic 
relationship. 

Therapeutic space and trauma
This theme refers to the concept 
of therapeutic space and its 
constituents, external and internal, 
influenced by trauma and shaped 
by the imposed restrictions of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Comments 
on the convenience and practical 
advantages of not having to leave 
home for sessions, saving time and 
money and, in one case, reducing 

stigma associated with attending 
therapy (Bennett et al., 2020; 
Morland et al., 2017). 

Findings of studies on telehealth 
and eHealth often include self-guided 
treatments. Two meta-analyses 
studies that explored PTSD (post-
traumatic stress disorder) based on 
CBT (cognitive behavioural therapy) 
and IBI (Internet-based intervention) 
models found some improvement in 
PTSD symptoms compared to wait-list 
control groups (Kuester et al., 2016; 
Sijbrandij et al., 2016). 

Irrespective of the modality, most 
offerings utilise the principles of 
empirically-guided interventions. 
However, they do not address the 
therapeutic relationship itself (de 
Bitencourt Machado et al., 2016). 
This is curious given the general 
acceptance within the psychotherapy 
literature that the relationship itself is 
not only core to treatment outcomes, 
but arguably more important than any 
specific technique or modality (Carr, 
2007; Horvath et al., 2011; Messer 
& Wampold, 2002; O’Connor et al., 
2018; Wampold & Imel, 2015). While 
what constitutes therapy or treatment 
under the eHealth definition is broad 
and far-reaching, our study was 
interested in ‘depth psychotherapy’ – 
that is, moving beyond the focus on 
symptoms to the relationally-based 
exploration of all aspects, conscious 
and unconscious, of the client’s 
experience – across therapeutic 
modalities. 

Mixed-methods approach
For this article, a narrow and 
targeted literature review was 
undertaken to support analyses 
and provide context to findings. 
A mixed-methods approach was 
adopted, comprising a survey of 41 
statements and seven qualitative 
questions, which was circulated 
to the organisation’s clients and 
therapists. Using a five-point Likert 
scale, participants were asked 
their level of agreement (‘Strongly 
agree’ to ‘Strongly disagree’) for 

A small number of 
respondents linked 

being in their home 
environment to increased 
comfort and ease
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or disconnecting from, the therapy 
experience. Half of our respondents 
reported they had time to prepare 
and reflect before and after the 
session:

I use the hour or so that it takes 
me to get into Holles St to 
mentally prepare for my session 
and the same to decompress on 
the way home. Now, I go from 
therapy right back into normal 
life, and it’s a head wreck.

Another respondent revealed: “I 
found it strange trying to disconnect 
from my therapy –  when I brought it 
into my home I didn’t feel as safe.”

Forty-three per cent of respondents 
referenced technical difficulties, and 
therapists particularly linked this 
with concerns for the therapeutic 
relationship. One therapist 
responded: “The Wi-Fi in my area 
is not great and I find that during 
sessions it is very distressing when 
the PC freezes and you have to ask 
the client to say it again.” Another 
therapist noted that: “The pace of 
therapy is also skewed online, where 
the time gap due to the Internet 
often results in therapist and client 
speaking over each other.” 

Therapeutic relationship and depth 
of work
With few exceptions, therapists and 
clients missed the in-person therapy 
experience. Comments in Table 1 give 
examples of both the general view, 
but also note alternative experiences. 
Therapeutic modality seemed to 
influence the experience where those 
practising bodywork in particular felt 
the absence of the in-person contact 
most acutely. These quotes, taken 
from the qualitative responses, 
capture subtly and subjectivity in 
relation to the experience of the 
therapeutic relationship. 

Discussion 
At the time of writing this article 
in September 2021, the Rape 

left off. It would have been much 
harder to just stop therapy or to 
keep putting off sessions until we 
could return to face-to-face.

Several commented on the screen 
itself. For some, the screen seemed 
to hinder connection and lead to a 
self-conscious engagement: 

I think in general with video calls 
… it’s the same in a work setting 
… that you feel much more 
observed/constantly visible than 
you might in an in-person setting. 
It can make you feel a bit more 
self-conscious in moments when 
you’re very upset.

Conversely, a couple of 
respondents felt the screen allowed 
a deeper engagement, increasing 
their confidence and ease: “Better 
sometimes in the separateness 
of online, giving confidence to say 
things that might not have been 
said if face-to-face.” 

Group clients, in particular, 
commented on the importance of 
initial in-house meetings as vital to 
fostering feelings of connection with 
the group: 

I personally would have found it 
extremely difficult to engage in 
the program online from the start. 
Having met face-to-face with the 
therapists and other members of 
the group before helped me feel 
comfortable enough to engage 
online.

Client respondents made 
important points about connecting 
or transitioning into and, just as 
importantly, transitioning out of, 

than men. It was also found that 
there was a more significant gender 
difference in the clinical settings 
than in the community settings. This 
difference might be accounted for 
by our small sample size, the fact 
that all female client participants 
were survivors of child sexual abuse, 
and that Breslin and Scoenleber’s  
(2015) meta-analysis was not 
exploring reports in online therapy 
settings specifically. The Irish 
context might also be significant. 

Figures varied across the sample 
in response to access to a private 
space for their therapy, with 17% of 
survivor clients saying they did not 
have access to a private space and 
33%  of prevention/offender clients 
reporting they did not have access 
to a private space. One respondent 
noted that “being in the home 
environment made it more difficult 
for me to speak openly and freely for 
fear of someone else overhearing”. 
This respondent mirrored others in 
attempting what could be termed 
a compromise, engaging in the 
session but in a self-conscious and 
constrained manner. 

Approximately 18% reported 
experiencing someone from their 
home entering the room during their 
session. These findings represent 
a challenge to the concept of a 
therapeutic space, not solely on 
the external or practical level but 
in relation to the internal – the 
importance of boundaries, the 
impact of intrusion, and the safety 
experience for abuse survivors.

Connections and disconnections
This theme explored connections 
and disconnections virtually as well 
as inter and intra-relationally. The 
continued facilitation of therapy 
during lockdown was a frequent, 
almost unanimous response:

I think the most helpful thing 
about technology-assisted 
therapy was the ability to 
continue therapy from where we 

“I   found it strange trying 
to disconnect from my 

therapy – when I brought it 
into my home I didn’t feel 
as safe”
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‘‘‘‘

It appears that people connect very 
differently in an online environment 
and there is much that therapists may 
need to consider. Contracting for the 
arguably inevitable technical difficulties 
and interruptions is vital to support 
safety and containment. Exploring 
the client’s associations to and 
experience of the screen(s) directly 
may provide insights and guidance 
to both parties that might assist in a 
deeper connection moving forward. 
It may also be important to attend 
to the healthy disconnection from 
the session that facilitates clients 
in getting on with their day. Finally, 
in-person contact for some is vital to 
establish the connection necessary to 
engage in therapeutic work. 

Conclusion
The connection in relationship is 
core to creating safety, however, 
sadly this is an elusive experience 
for many trauma survivors. 
The respondents for this study 
unanimously named the ability 
to continue with therapy during 
lockdown –  a time that increased 
strain on the already over-burdened 
nervous systems of trauma 
survivors – as the main advantage 
of technology-assisted therapy.

While a small number of 
respondents named feeling safer 

subcortically and that recurring 
activations of the traumatic memory 
continues to create a sense of 
threat: “Traumatised clients are 
haunted by the return of trauma-
related sensorimotor reactions in 
such forms as intrusive images, 
sounds, smells, body sensations, 
physical pain, constriction, 
numbing, and the inability to 
modulate arousal” (p. xxix).

The fact that 15 out of 51 
respondents engaged in therapy in 
the absence of any private space 
raises important safety questions. 
It also suggests that therapists 
should not assume that the physical 
frame provided through the private, 
uninterrupted, in-house setting 
has been internalised or can be 
replicated at home by clients.  
Reasons may relate to limitations 
in the environment and, perhaps, to 
normalisation of intrusion for abuse 
survivors:

Traumatic events … shatter 
the construction of the self 
that is formed and sustained 
in relations to others … [it] 
destroys the victims’ fundamental 
assumptions about the safety of 
the world, the positive value of 
the self, and the meaningful order 
of creation. (Herman, 2015, p.51)

Crisis Network Ireland’s (RCNI’s) 
Clinical Innovation Project (Taylor 
& Walsh, 2021) had conducted a 
large survey with 645 survivors of 
sexual violence. The findings of our 
small survey largely cohere with 
the findings of that larger study, 
particularly concerning: the core 
importance of the body in work with 
trauma and implications on the 
impact of its distance in technology-
assisted therapy; issues relating to 
safety, privacy and confidentiality, 
and importantly, the need to 
balance convenience with safety; 
ubiquitous technical challenges; 
and, with the exception of a 
minority, the preference to return to 
in-person therapy. 

Literature on trauma highlights 
that the therapeutic relationship is 
paramount in recovery. According to 
(Herman, 2015) “the core experiences 
of psychological trauma are 
disempowerment and disconnection 
from others” (p. 133). Wallin (2007) 
describes the importance of a secure 
attachment within the therapeutic 
relationship, as it strengthens the 
capacity for affect-regulation. The 
importance of the body in trauma 
therapy is the capacity to assimilate 
the traumatic experience. 

Odgen et al., (2006) argue that 
traumatic memories are encoded 

Table 1: Therapist and client experiences of working online

Therapists Clients 

For me, personally, there is something that takes place within 
the therapeutic space that just cannot happen online. It is all 
the small nuances, the movement, pace and rhythm of therapy 
that is missed online.

Some sessions I would not be fully engaged or present, but 
when in a room I would be calmer face-to-face.

I feel that in-person, misinterpretations are easier to avoid 
–  you don’t have to concentrate so much and because of this, 
you are more presence both mentally and physically.

One-on-one therapy allows me to leave everything else outside 
the room – I find that difficult in technology-assisted therapy. 

The in-depth connection you get when in the room with the 
clients, missing the feeling of the client, missing those 
non-verbal cues, missing helping the client regulate, missing 
doing bodywork. 

The fact I haven’t met my therapist face-to- face. It feels weird 
that I have disclosed so much of my life to her, yet have never 
met her face-to-face.

One advantage when working with deeply traumatised clients 
is the disinhibition effect, and I have found that clients have 
been able to say more as the PC/ phone has allowed a space 
to create a gap that they feel more comfortable in and able to 
speak more freely.

Sessions were no different in any way, full support at all times.

I have felt able to talk, be validated and helpfully challenged in 
a therapeutic space.
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in their home environment, for 
the majority, this coincided with 
increased interruptions and 
disconnections of differing types. 
Feeling less connected to their 
therapist and struggling to talk 
about difficult issues were named 
by respondents as challenges that 
could reasonably be assumed to be 
interconnected.  

It is important to note that 
this survey related to home 
environments during a lockdown 
situation, which may differ 
significantly from a home 
environment at other times. 
Therapists and clients with a 
preference for body work seemed 
to struggle most, feeling the 
absence of the body in the shared 
therapeutic space most acutely. 

While grateful for the offering, 
the vast majority of One in Four 
clients indicated the wish to return 
to in-person therapy when possible. 
A minority named a preference to 
continue working via technology for 

reasons surpassing convenience 
and accessibility, so it is important 
to continue this offering.  In 
addition, offering therapy online 
has increased accessibility to our 
Dublin-based service for those in 
other parts of Ireland. 

Following the literature, there 
may be scope to use technology to 
augment psychotherapy for those 
on the waiting list or as a step down 
in the transition to ending therapy.  
However, the depth of therapeutic 
work, at least in the experience of 
One in Four, is not easily achieved 
via technology. 
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‘go public’ about their childhood 
sexual abuse (CSA) trauma. 

The article reflects on how 
therapists may experience being 
CSA survivors as a ‘concealed 
stigmatised identity’ (Weisz et 
al., 2016), whilst also feeling 
empowered as ‘wounded healers’ 
to embrace ‘public truth telling’ 
as part of what Herman (2015) 
dubbed ‘survivor mission’. 
Drawing on Chaudoir and Fisher’s 
Disclosure Process Model 
(2010), the research considers 
the process of ‘coming out’ as a 
survivor therapist as a sequence 
of interrelated disclosure events 
occurring in different contexts and 
at various stages of therapists’ 
professional lives. These 
include training, supervision 
and workplace, and sometimes 
extending to more public 
disclosures including press, social 
media, academic publications 
and radio. Four emerging themes 
are briefly outlined reflecting 
participants’ reported motivation 
for salient disclosure events in 
their careers. 

Both sides of the couch
Childhood trauma has been 
widely recognised as the common 
denominator for a plethora 
of enduring mental health 
difficulties in adulthood, including 
depression, low self-esteem, 
suicidal ideation, anxiety and 
panic, borderline personality 
disorder, dissociative identity 
disorders and eating disorders 

Introduction 

Despite the incidence of 
childhood trauma among 

mental health professionals, 
qualitative research on how 
individuals navigate their dual 
identity as ‘survivor therapists’ 
is scant. Derived from a larger 

Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (IPA) study, conducted 
as part of the author’s MA 
dissertation, this article explores 
trauma-related disclosure within 
the psychotherapy profession, 
focusing in particular on what 
motivated three therapists to 

Academic Article

Coming out as a survivor therapist
Understanding therapists’ motivation for trauma-related 
disclosure within professional and public domains

By Valerie Ballarotti

Whilst the psychotherapy field is arguably 
prone to view childhood trauma as something 

affecting clients rather than those treating them, 
more therapists have started to refer to their own 
experiences of early adversity and abuse. Three 
colleagues who have embraced their dual identity 
of survivor therapists reflect on their motivation to 
disclose and what influenced their decision-making
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psychotherapy profession, Adams 
(2014) has also suggested that 
“psychotherapists don’t always 
appear to trust other therapists 
[and have] little faith that [their] 
human frailties will be valued rather 
than judged as proof that [they] 
should not be working” (p. 8).  

Given these concerns about 
professional stigmatisation, it is 
not unreasonable to assume that 
some therapists might experience 
their being CSA survivors as a 
“concealed stigmatised identity” 
– an “attribute that is stereotyped 
and devalued by society, but that 
can be kept hidden” (Weisz et al., 
2016, p. 2935).

Wounded healers in their own words 
Conversely, one might expect 
that as a field predicated on the 
healing potential of talking about 
one’s difficulties, psychotherapy 
would endorse openness over 
concealment and validate painful 
experiences as opportunities 
for psychological growth. 
Encapsulating this dialectic, 
the Jungian construct of the 
‘wounded healer’ – referring to an 
“individual who, after experiencing 
significant adversity becomes 
motivated to assist others through 
similar experiences” (Dickeson, 
2017, p. 3) – offers an important 
counterargument to concealment 
as well as a rationale for therapists 
to reclaim their trauma histories.

Straddling the line between 
human vulnerability and 
professional competency, 
psychotherapy trainees are 
required to ‘work on self’1 and 
to familiarise themselves with 
self-disclosure in both personal 
therapy and experiential work 
during training. Since disclosure 
is so central to the psychotherapy 
endeavour, the “absence of 

research on survivor therapists 
has mostly highlighted their 
increased vulnerability to vicarious 
trauma and burn- out (Carr & Egan, 
2017; Schnittiger, 2017; Sodeke-
Gregson et al., 2013). Concerns 
have also been raised about 
survivor therapists’ tendency 
toward over-involvement and 
excessive self-sacrifice (Adams 
& Riggs, 2008). Some findings 
point to a greater propensity to 
violate therapeutic boundaries 
with clients and to disregard 
supervisory guidance (Dickeson & 
Smout, 2018). Furthermore, since 
“childhood trauma doubles the 
risk of mental health conditions” 
(Torjesen, 2019, p. 364), survivor 
therapists’ possible mental health 
sequelae might lead to fears 
of being pathologized by other 
clinicians (Torjesen, 2019).

Within the psychiatry survivor 
literature, survivor therapists 
(including psychiatrists, 
psychologists and other mental 
health workers) have highlighted 
“stigma, discrimination, and 
misunderstanding from clients 
and colleagues alike” (Adame 
et al., 2017, p. 57) as main 
deterrents to “being ‘out’ about 
one’s … personal struggles in 
the professional mental health 
community” (Adame et al., 2017, 
p. 57). More specifically within the 

(Knight, 2015). In Ireland, some 
24,815 children were referred 
to Tusla – the state agency 
responsible for improving well-
being outcomes for children – for 
various forms of suspected abuse 
in 2018. Of these, 6,137 referrals 
were for suspected physical abuse 
and 3,548 concerned sexual 
abuse (McMahon, 2019). 

Since the Covid-19 pandemic, 
Women’s Aid support workers 
received more than 30,000 
disclosures of domestic violence, 
including 6,000 related to child 
abuse (Wilson, 2021). Hinting at 
the pervasiveness of childhood 
trauma, these recent statistics 
add to a sad legacy of historical 
and institutional child abuse in the 
Republic.

Unsurprisingly, within the mental 
health field “adult survivors of 
childhood trauma account for a 
majority of individuals seeking 
… clinical services” (Knight, 
2015, p. 25). Childhood trauma 
among helping professionals, 
including psychotherapists, may 
be a more controversial issue, 
arguably warranting further 
consideration within counselling 
and psychotherapy literature and 
education (Bamber & McMahon, 
2008; Elliot & Guy, 1993; Fussell 
& Bonney; 1990; Follette & 
Milbeck, 1994). 

Concealed stigmatised identity
Unlike the substance abuse 
treatment field, whose 
endorsement of counsellors’ 
lived experience gives them “the 
unique opportunity for personal 
and professional identities to 
align” (Curtis & Eby, 2010, p. 
2), mental health professions 
appear to view therapists’ trauma 
histories more as a professional 
risk than a potential asset (Curtis 
& Eby, 2010). With few notable 
exceptions (Benatar, 2000; 
Schauben & Frazier, 1995), 

1 https://iacp.ie/files/file601c2c9541773.
202102041819

Straddling the line 
between human 

vulnerability and 
professional competency, 
psychotherapy trainees 
are required to ‘work on 
self’ and to familiarise 
themselves with self-
disclosure in both 
personal therapy and 
experiential work during 
training
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process as beneficial (Chaudoir 
& Fisher, 2010). This was 
corroborated by participants in 
this research, who foregrounded 
‘social contextual level goals’ to 
challenge oppression and stigma, 
and reclaim their stigmatised 
identities, as main motivations for 
disclosing within professional and 
public spheres (Chaudoir & Fisher, 
2010).  

Counselling and psychotherapy 
literature on therapist self-
disclosure (TSD) is generally 
confined to therapist-client 
interactions (Danzer, 2018). Even 
though few in the field would 
unambiguously endorse the 
traditional ‘blank slate’ approach, 
consensus around TSD is that 
therapists should err on the side 
of caution (Pinto-Coelho et al., 
2018). Especially with clients 
sharing a similar interpersonal 
trauma history, TSD is thought 
to “strongly and inappropriately 
shift the focus of therapy to the 
therapist” (Danzer, 2018, p. 
62), however, empirical research 
supporting this position is lacking. 

Furthermore, since in our digital 
era written or otherwise recorded 
disclosures often remain available 
on the Internet, their impact on 
therapists’ online presence can 
be enduring and far-reaching. 
Exploring the ramifications of 
‘digital transparency’ for survivor 
therapists, however, lies beyond 
the remit of the current article 
(Zur, 2007).

Analysis of emerging themes
Following repeated and immersive 
readings of the audio-recorded 
interview transcripts, initial 
annotations were made and then 
distilled into emerging themes 
recurring across participants’ 
responses. Emerging themes were 
then clustered into superordinate 
themes. Although the research 
from which this piece is derived 

et al., 2009) was required in 
participants’ inclusion criteria –  
all three participants are qualified 
and practising psychotherapists, 
identify as CSA survivors and their 
written disclosures are available in 
the public domain (in print, online 
and/or both). Participants diverge 
in gender, cultural location, and 
levels of professional experience. 
Names and identifying details 
have been changed to safeguard 
anonymity. Keith and Neil identify 
as male and are both Irish-based 
therapists with 11 and three years 
respectively of clinical experience. 
Ella identifies as female, and 
she is an American clinical 
psychologist, psychotherapist 
and supervisor practising for over 
40 years.

Disclosure Process Model and 
therapist self disclosure
Aligned with Chaudoir and 
Fisher’s Disclosure Process 
Model (2010), therapists’ trauma- 
related disclosure is viewed 
here as a complex and life-long 
process made of interrelated 
‘disclosure events’. While positive 
responses to single disclosure 
events influence subsequent 
disclosure choices in a ‘feed-back 
loop’ of increasing openness 
or concealment, ‘ecosystem’ or 
compassionate goals to promote 
connection and social support 
(Crocker et al., 2008) increase 
the likeliness that disclosers 
will experience the disclosure 

discussion or research on 
navigating decisions about 
disclosure to other professionals or 
‘going public’ about woundedness” 
is striking (Zerubavel & Wright, 
2012, p. 488). 

Contributing to what Adams 
calls the ‘myth of the untroubled 
therapist’ (Adams, 2014) this 
lacuna may be particularly, but 
not exclusively, detrimental to 
survivor therapists.  Fortunately, 
a spate of recent publications 
has challenged this dominant 
trend, featuring first-person 
narratives of survivor-therapists. 
Particularly in relation to CSA, 
these include autobiographical 
monographs (Armstrong, 2010; 
Murray, 2019) and chapters 
within edited collections (Farber, 
2017; Rech, 2019), with a recent 
book focussing specifically on 
therapists’ experiences of sexual 
abuse (Lee & Palmer, 2020). 

In the review of the literature, 
the researcher gradually honed in 
on therapists’ personal accounts 
of their trauma histories. Having 
located the contact details of 
some of these authors online 
and through word of mouth, they 
were emailed directly with an 
invitation to participate in the 
research. Three colleagues, all 
CSA survivors, kindly accepted the 
invitation to be interviewed. Each 
interview lasted approximately one 
hour, with two taking place in the 
author’s office and one online.

The chosen methodology, 
Interpretative Qualitative 
analysis (IPA), is widely used in 
psychotherapy research (McLeod, 
2011). Whilst recognising the 
researcher’s involvement in the 
interpretative effort, IPA’s focus 
remains firmly on participants’ 
meaning-making and subjective 
experience with reference to 
relevant theorisations (Smith & 
Osborn, 2004).

A degree of homogeneity (Smith 

Since in our digital era 
written or otherwise 

recorded disclosures often 
remain available on the 
Internet, their impact on 
therapists’ online presence 
can be enduring and far-
reaching
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Despite having been in therapy 
for many years, Keith’s first 
disclosure was in his third year 
of psychotherapy training and 
was linked to starting work with 
CSA survivors in his placement. 
Similarly, Neil and Ella identified 
turning points in their disclosure 
history, where hearing the stories 
of other survivors instigated more 
openness. 

For Neil, who worked in youth 
outreach before becoming a 
therapist, a conversation with a 
young trauma survivor galvanised 
him to start therapy and his own 
disclosure journey. Impressed 
by how this brave teenager “was 
so able to talk about [her awful 
childhood], talk about going to 
counselling, talk about what 
worked for her, what didn’t work 
for her” Neil remembered feeling 
“so ashamed of holding in all of 
this”. 

Research has shown how shame 
can be “a paradoxical double-
edged sword: It may both elicit a 
strong desire to change … and 
simultaneously evoke avoidance-
oriented responses” (Lickel et 
al., 2014, p. 58).  Relating to 
disclosure, feelings of shame 
triggered by the openness of 
others may motivate but also 
inhibit disclosure for those with a 
similar but concealed stigmatised 
identity. 

For her book project on CSA, Ella 
interviewed a number of people 
who were “completely identified as 
survivors”. Yet, when asked about 
her interest in the topic, she had 
initially preferred to shelter behind 
her trauma specialist persona: “I 
began to feel more and more like 
a fraud; I’m asking them to be so 
brave and I’m ... I wasn’t willing to 
do that.” 

It was when an interviewee 
shared that she would not have 
taken “the courageous step” 
had she not been “nudged” by a 

Whilst fearing that disclosing 
at work may “diminish” her in 
the eyes of her peers or cast 
doubts over her ability to maintain 
boundaries with clients, she also 
felt concealment “creates this 
huge wedge between colleagues”. 
Her choice to selectively disclose 
to a few trusted colleagues who 
knew her well and “wouldn’t 
think less of me as a clinician” 
was driven by her need to feel 
supported in her therapeutic 
engagement with sexually abused 
children. Ella was also able to 
find support within an ongoing 
survivor therapists’ group that 
helped her normalise her struggle. 
She recalled: “We met weekly for 
a while and a lot of us would talk 
about how strange it was to go 
through our own healing at the 
same time we were working with 
survivors and how clients felt we 
were so attuned to them, well, 
yeah, we got it.” 

Further research on support 
groups for survivor therapists and 
how they may foster therapists’ 
positive self-transformation 
(Benatar, 2000) and vicarious 
post-traumatic growth (Bartoskova, 
2017; Wheeler & McElvaney, 
2017) would be a valuable addition 
to counselling education.

2. Shame of concealment
Being on the receiving end of 
other survivors’ disclosures 
also had a strong influence on 
participants’ disclosure choices. 

covered questions around 
perceived risks and obstacles, as 
well as participants’ experiences 
of the reactions of colleagues 
to their revelations, the focus 
here will be on what motivated 
therapists’ trauma-related 
disclosure in the professional and 
public spheres. What follows is 
a brief overview of some salient 
themes emerging from the 
interviews.

1. Social support 
Chaudoir and Fisher (2010, 
p.17) note that for those with a 
concealed stigmatised identity 
“disclosure is a necessary 
prerequisite to obtain social 
support”. All three participants 
highlighted that garnering social 
support informed their decision to 
disclose.

Finding group belonging was 
the dominant motivating factor 
for Neil, whose public disclosure 
pre-dated and was instrumental 
to his becoming a therapist. 
Neil’s reason for speaking of his 
experiences on the local radio was 
to reach out to other CSA survivors 
and legitimise the creation of a 
peer support group in the area. 
Working with fellow survivors in 
this context eventually led him 
to train as a therapist “so that I 
could get into it in a deeper way”. 
Mindful of the boundaries between 
his ongoing facilitation role within 
the group and his more recent 
therapeutic practice, he continues 
his advocacy work online, where he 
identifies as a CSA survivor and a 
psychotherapist.

Ella had completed her PhD and 
was a licensed psychotherapist 
working in a hospital when she 
recovered her memories of 
incest: “I had a horrible PTSD 
going on with lots of flashbacks 
and somehow because I think I 
dissociated so well, I was able to 
do my work.”

Not only did she 
return to her 

previous interviewees to 
introduce herself as an 
incest survivor, but she 
eventually chose to include 
her own experience in her 
publication
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concerned family-member, that 
Ella overcame her hesitancy: “I 
felt safer somehow, like, oh I’m 
like you.” This led to a long and 
deliberate coming-out process. 
Not only did she return to her 
previous interviewees to introduce 
herself as an incest survivor, 
but she eventually chose to 
include her own experience in 
her publication, using it as “the 
glue” binding the interviewees’ 
stories together. “It makes me 
cry … that’s what it was … I met 
all these brave people and then I 
became one of them. I never said 
that before.”

As their professional roles 
gave them unique access to 
other survivors’ disclosures, 
participants described an 
increasing discomfort about 
concealment, and a growing moral 
imperative to disclose, linked also 
to their values and professional 
responsibility as therapists. 

3. Therapists’ values 
Across participants, professional 
values and theoretical concepts 
within the psychotherapy field 
were recurrent themes providing 
a rationale for disclosure. The 
Jungian construct of the ‘wounded 
healer’, mentioned earlier, 
validated for Keith “that someone 
who has walked the path is the 
best guide”. For Neil, disclosing 
resonated with the core counselling 
value of congruence: “If I am hiding 
parts of me [in training], then I am 
not being congruent.”

Keith was also adamant about 
needing to “flag” one’s abuse 
history with supervisors, to enable 
them to watch for potential “blind 
spots”. Concealment in supervision 
raised concerns about potentially 
a harmful parallel process: “If I 
am afraid to engage with or speak 
about something that’s happened 
to me, that’s communicated in 
some way to the client … how can 

they tell me then, or fully own what 
it is they fear.”

Opposing us/them dichotomies 
and the reification of therapists’ 
professional expertise, 
participants’ self-perception 
as therapists revolved around 
values of ‘shared humanity’[Ella], 
equality and authenticity. All of the 
participants felt cautious about 
using TSD around shared trauma 
in clinical work. “I won’t ever tell 
[clients] about it. I don’t know 
if that helps me in the work – it 
definitely doesn’t help if I think I 
am past all that, and I am better 
and I am healed and you are 
broken … I don’t stand any way 
above them, why would I pretend 
to?” Keith remarked.

Conversely, clients’ knowledge 
or questions about their public 
disclosures were not seen as a 
threat to therapeutic boundaries 
but, rather, something to be 
unpacked and integrated in the 
therapeutic work. 

Beyond the professional sphere, 
participants’ motivation to go 
public was linked to needing to 
take a “moral standpoint” [Keith] 
and “tell the truth, even the ugly 
truth” [Ella]. ‘Public truth-telling’ 
is identified in the literature as a 
common denominator of “survivor 
mission” (Herman, 2015, p. 207). 
Related to the notion of ‘political 
disclosure’ (Cain, 1991),  going 
public about one’s stigmatised 
identity becomes a way  “to 
contribute to the greater good of 
society by raising awareness … 
helping to reduce cultural stigma 
… and serve as a role model for 
others who are afraid to disclose” 
(Chaudoir & Fisher, 2010, p. 20). 

4. Survivor Mission
In her seminal work on trauma, 
Herman (2015) highlighted 
that for some CSA survivors, 
becoming therapists may be an 
aspect of their ‘survivor mission’ 
(see also Eskreis-Winkler et al. 
2014)  – a way of redeeming their 
experiences by using it for the 
benefit of others. 

According to Herman (2015): 
“Many survivors seek the 
resolution of their traumatic 
experience within the confines 
of their personal lives. But a 
significant minority, as a result of 
the trauma, feel called upon to 
engage a wider world” (p. 207).

Whilst the notion of ‘survivor 
mission’ may sound strident, it 
reflects an inner tension Keith 
was particularly sensitive to. He 
explained: “I do think that part 
of my public disclosure … there 
was a heroic element to it that 
maybe wasn’t the best thing for 
me… that I would tell the world 
and I would do good and save the 
world, that’s bigging it up there… 
it was not as grandiose as that 
… but that I would do some good 
and that it was the right thing to 
do.”

Similarly, in his training, Neil 
referred to being on a “sort of 
a mission to say ‘look, this is 
the reality, things like this do 
happen’”. Whilst acknowledging 
the need to remain within 
one’s level of competence, Neil 
wanted to encourage peers to 
see survivors’ uniqueness and 
resourcefulness as individuals, 
rather than viewing them only as a 
challenging client-group. “Several 
people in the training would say 
I could never work with people 
... who had child abuse, and I’d 
say, but would you work with me? 
And they’d say yes, but you’re 
different. How am I different?”

This echoes Ella’s experience 
as a supervisor: “I talk about my 

Whilst the notion of 
‘survivor mission’ 

may sound strident, it 
reflects an inner tension
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own personal experience with [my 
supervisees] when I want to make 
a point … I want to help them 
not identify survivors as damaged 
goods.” 

Through public disclosure 
participant Keith opposed 
prevalent notions that, as a CSA 
survivor: “You are broken or you 
are a mess and that anyone who’s 
been abused is a non-functioning 
addict. That still stops a lot of 
people seeking proper help and 
I think of my own example. I was 
years and years in therapy and I 
never told anyone [because] you 
think this is a strange, peculiar 
thing that doesn’t happen to many 
people.”

Indeed, in particular with 
male CSA survivors, recent 
research has shown that 
believing their experience to 
be an anomaly stops men from 
seeking help or impairs therapy 
outcome by inhibiting disclosure 
(Sivagurunathan et al., 2019). 

For Keith, the need to confront a 
cultural legacy of silence, stigma 
and shame was particularly 
relevant in an Irish context, where 
historical patterns of institutional 
abuse are increasingly being 
scrutinised partly on account of an 
active survivors’ movement: 

The Irish view on abuse [is] 
don’t tell anyone about it, we’ll 
sort it out between ourselves, 
shush … that’s exactly the 
same thing that the Church or 
the State does, or families do, 
so therapists are doing it now. I 
think that’s so prevalent in our 
society, in our cultural psyche, 
and the profession buys into it, 
too.  If it was a more accepting 
culture, I don’t know if I would 
have written about it. 

By going public, participants 
also sought to model openness 
in the hope this may help “lighten 

the burden of shame and secrecy” 
that some survivors might be 
carrying and encouraging them “to 
share the secret with somebody” 
[Ella]. 

Finally, providing alternative 
narratives of healing that others 
could “hold on to” [Neil] was 
important to all participants. 
Since becoming a therapist, 
Neil remarked how his blog 
focused more on “recovery and 
the therapeutic journey”. Keith 
also mentioned not wanting 
the article he wrote about his 
CSA experience to be all “doom 
and gloom”, ensuring that his 
narrative “didn’t dismiss the 
horrible things that happened, 
but that the good stuff wasn’t 
overshadowed either … because 
I got through it … so I wanted to 
kind of portray that.”

Similarly, Ella expressed her 
desire to challenge the “clinging 
to the lifeboat” views of surviving, 
which were prevalent when she 
started her book project in the 
90s: “I wanted to show other 
ways of being that is possible to 
heal. I wanted to show readers, 
I wanted to show the world and I 
wanted to show me.”

Conclusion
Disclosure is an ongoing, multi-
layered process, a shifting 
continuum between openness and 
concealment. Survivor therapists’ 

motivations to speak and/or 
write about their survivor status 
are complex and subjective and 
need to be understood within the 
overarching disclosure process 
prior, during and after training as 
therapists.

Further research on how 
intersectional issues of race, 
ethnicity, class, disabilities, 
gender and sexual identity impact 
on survivor therapists’ disclosure 
choices would be a welcome 
addition to the literature, as 
would be an investigation of 
therapists’ choice not to disclose 
to other professionals. Focussing 
on the disclosure journeys of 
three colleagues who publicly 
embraced their CSA histories, this 
brief contribution hopes to spark 
interest and discussion about how 
we may strive together towards a 
professional culture that “values 
the expertise of lived experience, 
where it is safe to use this 
experience, and where people are 
supported to do so” (Perkins & 
Repper, 2014, para. 34). 
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Further research on 
how intersectional 

issues of race, ethnicity, 
class, disabilities, gender 
and sexual identity 
impact on survivor 
therapists’ disclosure 
choices would be a 
welcome addition to the 
literature
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My Black Coat
By Leonie Gallagher

Where has my coat of colours gone? 
Gone to a space with my happiness and my love. 

I search and search but can not find, any colours in 
my mind. 

I’m feeling numb and cold and shocked...in limbo 
my emotions locked.

And in the corner of the room, a big black coat of 
doom...doom 

doom. 
It mocks and frightens me I think, that this black 

coat my only link...to where 
I am inside and out. 

I want to howl, I want to shout,  
but keep it in...am terrified I feel a part of me has 

died.

A year has past I don’t know how...in the house 
alone, just now, 

my heart is aching, I rub my chest to ease this 
massive pain...I guess 

and slowly tears being to fall, I am shouting out his 
name...I call 

I reach out for the big black coat and wrap it round 
me...and I fall 

Into the depths of my despair, I scream and howl it 
isn’t right, it isn’t fair.

I wear the black coat all the time and slowly I accept 
it’s mine 

some days it’s heavy...some days light but with this 
coat, I no longer fight. 

I wear my coat with pride you see because it is a 
part of me.

The years roll by and life moves on where has my 
coat of colours gone?...I close my eyes and then I 

see, the colours are in memories 
My coloured coat was always there, I couldn’t see it 

was unaware 
So I look back and forward too, making memories 

anew for others when my time is done 
Whatever coat I choose to wear.

Alone
By Sian Williams

Shelves are packed with stuff and still we feel 
alone, 

Hearts filled with hurt and nowhere to call home. 
Families torn apart through the ravages of addiction, 

The disconnection from the land increasing  
the friction.

The media monster tells us to buy and spend more,  
I beg you to see though the veil of lies I do implore. 
Step into the pain, for shrouded in that pain you can 

learn to breathe again, 
Gently think back, remember the joy when you  

were ten?

You needed nothing and knew of no other way to be, 
For in that innocent of childhood you were free. 
Not yet enslaved to the media indoctrination, 

And your heart and soul were alive with 
conversation. 

Days were long running, playing, laughing in the  
fresh air 

Coming home for tea at six was your only care. 
Looking back now I had nothing, but neither did you, 

For this life, this freedom was all we knew. 

I went back today to the places we played, 
I closed my eyes and saw us there under the  

oak shade.  
But now you are not here, and those days are gone. 
I wish I could hear your voice sing one more song. 

The pain engulfed you and you lost your way, 
Day by day, you slipped away and no longer wanted  

to stay. 
For then your heart and soul were alive to a new 

master. 
The chaos of addiction devastated you and caused 

great disaster.

FLORESCENCE* 
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A Battered Woman
By Teresa Cleary O’Brien

So here I am, at this place, I hope nobody knows  
my face.

I’m standing here outside the door, but it’s only ten  
to four!

Should I walk away or not? I don’t want to miss  
my slot.

I ring the bell, me nerves are shattered.

I wasn’t this bad when being battered!

But this is my time. Things have to change; though 
asking for help feels really strange.

The door opens and I’m f****d now but I’ll have to go 
through with it, 

I just don’t know how.

I’m greeted with a friendly face.

I’m told I’m welcome, it’s my space.

A cosy room, two comfy chairs.

A world outside that doesn’t care.

I really don’t know what to say; as I sit down (I hope 
he’s gay).

I know that he’ll stand up for men! They’re all the 
same, no point in talking then!

It’s cold out there today I say.

I sneak a look and look away.

It is he says; but how are you?

He looks at me and I turn to glue.

He sits back to let ME talk?

I’m still thinking I should walk!

I’m staring at my ugly feet, because his eyes I cannot 
meet.

The silence grows but it’s not that bad, I’ve time to 
think of why I’m sad. I wish that he would make a start 
and help me fix my broken heart.

He’s very patient for a ‘man’!

He’s getting well paid, I suppose he can. 

It’s time to get my answers now! At fifty quid I need 
‘know how’.

“How can I be happy again?” I ask out straight and sit 
back then.

“How can you be ‘happy’...again ?” He asks me.

His voice is gentle and very kind; he seems sincere 
and doesn’t mind that I have such a measly way and I 
don’t think now that he’s even gay!

I tell him that I need to know, “what should I do? 
Where should I go?”

He nods and sighs and says...NOTHING!

My stomach now is in a knot,” I’m paying you, is this 
all that you have got?”

“I’m in a mess, I need some help.”

“Tell me more, what is a mess?”

This is weird, it’s just not me, to talk about my family, 
but talk I did and couldn’t stop I had a voice...the tears 
did drop.

The tightness in my chest now makes it hard for me 
to breathe. I’m so upset and anxious but he calmly 
takes the lead, by breathing in so deeply, I feel that he 
is there, in that painful place beside me where alone I 
couldn’t bear.

I’ve never known such deep respect.

No judgement here at all, just coaxing and acceptance 
no matter how I fall.

A new door has been opened. A new life plan inside.

I have to do the work though, it’s just I have a guide.

I know now how you people work and you have the 
right, that when I leave your cosy room, with me I take 
my shite!

*THE    PROCESS    OF    FLOWERING    
OR DEVELOPING RICHLY AND FULLY 
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psychotherapists with experience 
of working with this population, 
and identifies the primary themes 
presented by clients and the 
psychotherapeutic approaches 
employed, while also informing on 
therapists views of the work.

Cancer in context
Cancer is the second leading 
cause of death globally and is 
characterised as a collection of 
diseases that can commence 
almost anywhere in the body when 
abnormal cells grow irrepressibly 
and spread to adjoining areas 
(WHO, 2017). The generic term 
‘survivor’ applies from diagnosis, 
regardless of the disease trajectory 
(Mullan, 1985). The prevalent view 
is that a cancer diagnosis rapidly 
precipitates diverse psychological, 
spiritual and existential challenges 
of the most profound proportions 
(Caruso & Breitbart, 2020; 
Recklitis & Syrjala, 2017).

Various approaches to address 
the psychosocial needs of cancer 
survivors have been established, 
however, until recently most have 
focused on the treatment stage 
and in end-of-life care (Recklitis 
& Syrjala, 2017). In long-term or 
permanent survivorship, when the 
cancer is considered arrested, 
some people experience a renewed 
sense of life, although for many, the 
indelible toll on health, functioning 
and emotional well-being may 
persist long after treatment (Ganz & 
Hewitt, 2006).

The World Health Organization 
(WHO) predicts an exponential 

many are burdened with enduring 
personal, psychological and 
existential crises. With incidents 
of cancer increasing and survival 
rates improving, there is a greater 
need for enhanced understanding 
in the area of psychotherapy for 
people living beyond cancer. This 
article reviews information from five 

Research Article

Survived but not recovered
An exploration of psychotherapy and counselling for people 
living beyond cancer

By Dave Cosgrove

Introduction

A cancer diagnosis often 
provokes overwhelming fear, 

instantly shattering feelings of 
invulnerability, destabilising one’s 
sense of identity and undermining 
expectations for the future. 
Following treatment, and despite 
being medically cured of cancer, 

With an increasing number of people surviving 
a cancer diagnosis, a greater understanding 

of the psychological supports that may be required 
in long-term cancer survivorship is necessary. An 
understanding of primary themes presenting in 
psychotherapy and counselling and the approaches 
employed by therapists with experience working in 
this area would benefit this population 
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A cancer diagnosis destroys 
one’s perceptions of invulnerability, 
(Cordova et al., 2017), interrupting 
somatopsychic stability and 
generating fear, anxiety and 
hopelessness (Guglielmucci et al., 
2018). The capacity to manage 
this is somewhat dependent on 
existing coping skills, although this 
ability is enhanced by psychological 
support (Kissane & Watson, 2011; 
Lederberg & Holland, 2011). 

Often outshone by mortality 
rates, the multifaceted challenges 
of life after cancer are often 
overlooked (Grassi et al., 2017; 
Sender et al., 2020). For many 
people, finishing cancer treatment 
comprises conflicting emotions; 
feelings of celebration and hope, 
but also uncertainty and fear 
(Haase & Rostad, 1994). 

Permanent survivorship
Permanent survivors of cancer 
generally show positive 
psychosocial adjustment over 
time, however, many are at risk 
of subsequent compromised 
psychological well-being (Stanton et 
al., 2015), which may be delayed 
and/or potentially lifelong (Wen et 
al., 2019). 

that the transition that occurs 
after active treatment can be 
traumatic too” (p.10). Further 
research is required to investigate 
the psychosocial aspects of 
survivorship (Guglielmucci et al., 
2018) as understanding these 
elements is essential for developing 
optimal post-treatment care 
(Meyerowitz et al., 2008).

The impact of cancer
Existing research shows that despite 
improved understanding, treatment 
and outcomes in general, cancer 
remains identified as synonymous 
with death (Else-Quest & Jackson, 
2014), bringing overwhelming fear 
into people’s minds (Lederberg & 
Holland, 2011). Cancer provokes 
thoughts of our own mortality – not 
that death comes to us all one 
day, but that it will come personally 
and possibly sooner than expected 
(Barnett, 2009a).

increase in cancer incidents 
globally, from 14.1 million in 2012 
to 21.6 million in 2030. However, 
better awareness, enhanced 
diagnosis practices and advances in 
treatments have improved survival 
rates (WHO, 2017). As illustrated 
in Figure 1, incidents of cancer in 
Ireland increased in the last two 
decades, while mortality rates 
decreased. Five-year net survival 
rates increased considerably in 
this time and continue to improve 
(Mullen & Hanan, 2019), although 
incidents of cancer are projected 
to double by 2045 (Department of 
Health, 2017). 

A quarter of people with a history 
of cancer in Ireland have long-term 
physical and/or psychological 
issues (Department of Health, 
2017). While it is acknowledged 
that this distinct group requires 
dedicated supports (Department 
of Health, 2017), their post-
treatment care needs can remain 
undetected or unaddressed 
(Mullen & Hanan, 2019). 

According to Mullen and Hanan 
(2019): “Cancer survivors around 
Ireland have told us that coming 
through cancer diagnosis and 
treatment is very challenging, but 

Information on cancer mortality provided by the Central 
Statistics Office. Incidence: 2015-2017 estimated averages 
and mortality: 2012-2014 averages. 

Last updated May 2018 © 
National Cancer Registry, 
Ireland 

 # Annual Percentage Change 

Treatment within 1 year 5 year net survival 

Trend in incidence and mortality 

29% 
Radiotherapy

28% 
Chemotherapy

47% Surgery

Diagnosed Net Survival 
(age 

standardised) 

95% 
Confidence 

interval 
1994-1998 40.0% 39.4-40.7% 
1999-2003 48.8% 48.2-49.5% 
2004-2008 57.5% 56.9-58.1% 
2009-2013 61.3% 60.6-61.9% 

*10 year net survival (hybrid analysis):

57.8% (56.8-58.7%) 

Diagnosed Net Survival 
(age 

standardised) 

95% 
Confidence 

interval 
1994-1998 37.8% 37.3-38.3% 
1999-2003 51.7% 51.1-52.3% 
2004-2008 55.5% 54.9-56.0% 
2009-2013 59.8% 59.1-60.5% 

*10 year net survival (hybrid analysis):

54.2% (53.4-55.0%) 
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APC#: Mortality: Males (94-15) -1.4; Females (94-15) -1.0% 
 # Annual Percentage Change 

APC#: Incidence: Males (94-11) 1.3% (11-15)-2%; Females (94-10) 1.1% 
(10-15)-0.1% 

Figure 1: Trends in cancer incidence and mortality in Ireland, 1994-2015

Source: Cancer Factsheet Overview, NCRI, 2018

A cancer diagnosis 
destroys one’s 

perceptions of 
invulnerability

(Cordova et al., 2017) 
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Fear of recurrence
A consistent theme represented 
in the research was that people 
living beyond cancer present 
fears around future health, in 
particular FCR. FCR is considered 
one of the most distressing and 
enduring consequences of a cancer 
experience (Crist & Grunfeld, 2013), 
encompassing fears of cancer 
returning, subsequent medical 
check-ups, and future health in 
general (Mehnert et al., 2013). The 
interviews highlighted how cancer 
survivors’ reduced confidence in 
trusting their bodily sensations 
heightened FCR, particularly when 
experiencing any ensuing physical 
ailments. 

Fear and uncertainty around 
health were depicted as potentially 
lifelong – a new and distressing 
psychological burden on the 
individual.

Isolation
A sense of isolation was outlined 
as a prevalent issue presented in 
psychotherapy. This research found 
that finishing hospital treatment can 
be experienced as a loss of support 

al., 2014; Bultz & Walker, 2020; 
Grassi et al., 2017; Recklitis & 
Syrjala, 2017).

Emerging themes
For this article, interview 
research was completed with five 
psychotherapists with experience 
of working with people entering 
permanent cancer survivorship. 
Thematic analysis was conducted 
on the collected data, with the 
results shown in Figure 2. The 
interviews validated the view that 
following successful medical 
treatment, while the cancer may be 
cured, the recovery is just beginning 
as emotional aspects, including 
fears related to initial diagnosis, 
can manifest.

Although some survivors report 
better interpersonal relationships 
and improved quality of life, 
most recognise both positive and 
negative changes, such as feeling 
stronger but also more vulnerable 
(Aspinwall & MacNamara, 2005). 
Prevalent post-treatment issues 
include depression, anxiety, fear 
of cancer recurrence (FCR) and 
reduced emotional well-being (Hinds 
& King, 1999).

Personal values and meaning 
in life within the boundaries of 
time and context are confronted 
throughout the cancer survival 
trajectory (Grassi et al., 2017). 
Personal identity is threatened 
(Little et al., 2002) and new 
dependencies, emotional trauma 
and loss of certainty can disrupt 
self-esteem and future outlook 
(Grassi et al., 2017). 

Stigmatisation (Fife & Wright, 
2000) and body self-esteem 
issues may occur (Grassi et al., 
2017; Knapp-Oliver & Moyer, 
2009), while survivor-guilt can 
manifest as survivors compare 
themselves to those who have 
died and subsequently struggle to 
justify their own existence (Glaser 
et al., 2019). Although supportive 
relationships are important for 
cancer survivors, fear of negative 
reactions or causing anxiety in 
others can cause reluctance to 
seek help (Knapp et al., 2014) or 
to divulge true emotional states 
(Waldrop et al., 2011). 

Cancer adversely impacts 
families (Grassi et al., 2017) 
as roles and responsibilities 
are impacted (NCCP, 2020). 
Some survivors experience 
difficulties recommencing certain 
familial, social and occupational 
commitments suspended during 
treatment (Recklitis & Syrjala, 
2017). Considered ‘second-order 
patients’ (Adler et al., 2008), 
caregivers and family members can 
experience anxiety, fear, social and 
physical burdens (Applebaum et 

There have been growing 
implementation 

and dissemination of 
screening methods for the 
psychological consequences 
of cancer

Figure 2: Thematic analysis of primary themes presented in psychotherapy

Fears from Diagnosis
Fear of Death/Dying
Fear of the Unknown

Loss of meaning/Purpose
Loss of Roles/Routines
Loss of Wishes/drreams
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Fear of Cancer Recurrence/
Loss of Certainty of Health

Loss of Medical 
Supervision in 
Acute Setting

Isolation/
Loss of Support

Shame/Stigma
Guilt

Impact on Family

Loss of Con�dence
Loss of Relationships

Losses
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safety and the freedom to explore 
their inner experiences (Rogers, 
2004). Fears of hurting or causing 
anxiety to others are mitigated by 
the safety of the relationship and 
the therapist’s way of being, which 
is accentuated further given the 
potential for stigmatisation and 
feelings of guilt or shame.

As verified in the interviews, 
cancer support groups countenance 
negative feelings by inspiring 
survivors to challenge tendencies to 
avoid the emotions and implications 
of their cancer experience (Classen 
et al., 2001). Such groups benefit 
from group-cohesiveness, which 
promotes acceptance (Yalom, 
1995) and universality, that 
individuals are not “unique in 
their wretchedness” (Yalom, 
1995, p.5), thereby encouraging 
members to openly discuss their 
cancer experience and accept their 
‘new normal’ situation. Narrative 
therapy and linguistic techniques 
were also referenced to encourage 
clients to derive new meaning by 
reshaping the language of their 
cancer experience, thereby reducing 
negative connotations and adapting 
perceptions (Snedker-Boman, 
2011). 

The ‘here-and-now’
The use of the ‘here-and-now’ 
was proposed to assist clients to 
make sense of their current post-
treatment situation and generate 
self-acceptance. Participants 
discussed how honouring the 
client’s cancer experience, while 
also acknowledging what is required 
in the present to re-engage with 
obligations, relationships, and 
expectations as empowering. 
This supports the view of Classen 
and Spiegel (2011), who propose 
that realising and grieving losses 
while accepting changes, inspires 
the establishment of a fresh 
perspective. 

The research identified similarities 
between some emotional reactions 

survival. Interviewees explained 
that cancer permanently changes 
people’s thoughts, beliefs and 
perceptions of self. Accordingly, 
they must find a way to incorporate 
the experience, to accept their ‘new 
normal’ situation in life. 

Therapeutic approaches 
While it is known that psychotherapy 
is beneficial throughout a cancer 
journey, (Kissane & Watson, 2011; 
Lederberg & Holland, 2011), there 
is no ideal approach endorsed 
for people in post-treatment 
survivorship. Interviewees were 
asked what therapeutic approaches 
or techniques they found to be 
beneficial when working this 
population. 

The provision of a safe space for 
post-treatment survivors of cancer 
to tell their story authentically, 
as it was for them, was identified 
as essential for effective 
psychotherapy. Existing research 
recognises that cancer survivors 
need to unburden themselves 
and should be encouraged to 
discuss their cancer experience 
– a process that often exposes 
emotional material (Lederberg 
& Holland, 2011). This research 
highlighted the critical importance 
of a safe and accepting therapeutic 
relationship, as characterised by 
Rogers’ (1995) humanistic core 
conditions, including the receipt of 
unconditional positive regard and 
empathy by the client. 

Acceptance of the client’s positive 
and negative feelings engenders 

and safety pertaining to medical 
oversight, which for many provokes 
feelings of fear and abandonment, 
often compounded by reduced self-
confidence. Aligned to this, fears of 
being a burden or the wish to shield 
others from potentially contentious 
truths, precipitates difficulties in 
relating honestly, heightening a 
sense of isolation. 

Similarly, well-intentioned 
encouragement to relinquish their 
cancer experience to ‘be positive’ 
and move on following treatment 
can result in avoidance of candid 
disclosure. Existing literature 
outlines that uncertainty and fear 
can inhibit the reconstruction of 
a sense of belonging with others 
(Grassi et al., 2017) and that 
cancer survivors’ inclination for 
communicating adverse emotional 
states can be impeded (Marroquín 
et al., 2016), with many assuming 
responsibility for causing anxiety 
in others (Knapp et al., 2014; 
Lederberg & Holland, 2011). 

Loss of identity 
This research revealed various 
‘living losses’ a person may endure 
throughout their cancer journey, 
from loss of relationships and 
functional roles to ambiguous 
losses, such as wishes and 
ambitions, cumulatively constituting 
a loss of identity. Literature shows 
that cancer destabilises a person’s 
emotional status, reduces self-
esteem, and obscures future 
outlooks (Grassi et al., 2017), 
often devaluing the multifaceted 
and intricate concept of personal 
identity (Little et al., 2002).

Interviewees outlined that some 
survivors may not yet be ready to 
meet other’s expectations in terms 
of recommencing responsibilities 
that were adjourned during 
treatment. A salient point identified 
was the indelible obstacle that an 
experience of cancer can be to 
maintaining stable psychological 
well-being in post-treatment 

Subsequent studies 
consider this 

constructivist therapeutic 
process as applicable for 
addressing ambiguous 
losses, such as the loss 
of intimacy in post-
treatment survivorship
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effective therapy for cancer patients 
necessitates therapists to have 
an understanding of medical 
facets of cancer and treatments 
(Lederberg & Holland, 2011). 
This research indicates that this 
requirement is less critical when 
working with permanent survivors 
– that knowledge of medical 
aspects while deemed beneficial, 
is not necessarily essential given 
the cathartic emphasis on the 
client’s experiences and emotions. 
Awareness of medications and 
their potential impact on mood 
and emotions was endorsed as 
practical.

Providing psychotherapy to 
permanent survivors of cancer, 
described as an often-neglected 
cohort, was outlined as rewarding, 
but affective for therapists at times. 
The therapist’s self-awareness 
in the therapeutic space and 
cognisance of their knowledge 
and personal experience of cancer 
were presented as important. 
Therapists should remain sensitive 
to potential cancer-related stigma, 
which can impact client’s emotional 
states and behaviours (Yilmaz & 
Cengiz, 2020). Active and robust 
supervision was strongly promoted 
as an invaluable resource.

Conclusion 
Despite advances in medical care 
and improving survival rates, cancer 
diagnoses still elicit tremendous 
fear in people’s minds (Lederberg 
& Holland, 2011), generating 
immense anxiety and despair 
(Guglielmucci et al., 2018). 
Even when medical treatment 
is successful, the transition 
into permanent survivorship can 
be traumatic (Mullen & Hanan, 
2019). This research highlighted 
psychological difficulties relating 
to certain existential givens of 
human existence, characterised 
by fear, loss, and isolation which 
may manifest following medical 
treatment. 

as such can address the cognitions 
and emotions around death within 
the context of life, while dealing 
with life in view of its limitations 
(Barnett, 2009a).

A need for meaning
Prevailing research highlights that 
cancer often provokes existential 
crises (Caruso & Breitbart, 
2020; Recklitis & Syrjala, 2017). 
Consequently, meaning in life 
featured strongly in the data 
collated, substantiating Frankl’s 
(2004) perspective, that difficult 
circumstances can activate a 
need for meaning. As suffering is 
an inevitable fate in life, Frankl 
(2004) argues, “then there must 
be a meaning in suffering” (p. 
76). The discovery of unique 
and personal meaning, even 
in challenging circumstances, 
prompts psychological healing and 
emotional growth (Frankl, 2004; 
Yalom, 1980). 

Until recently, literature on 
meaning in cancer survivorship 
concentrated on patients with acute 
or terminal prognoses (Van-Der-
Spek & Verdonck-de Leeuw, 2016). 
This research, however, strongly 
endorses subsequent studies 
that promote meaning-centred 
psychotherapeutic approaches as 
effective for those living beyond 
cancer (Van-Der-Spek & Verdonck-
de Leeuw, 2016; da Ponte et al., 
2018). 

The therapists’ view
Existing literature asserts that 

in extended cancer survivorship 
and disenfranchised grief, with 
hurt, sadness and anger specified. 
Neimeyer (2011) promotes 
an alternation between a grief 
orientation for what is lost, and a 
restoration orientation focusing on 
the reality of the here-and-now, to 
address destructive perceptions 
and a diminished sense of self 
for those in palliative care or 
bereavement. Subsequent studies 
consider this constructivist 
therapeutic process as applicable 
for addressing ambiguous losses, 
such as the loss of intimacy in 
post-treatment survivorship, as it 
is predicated on meaning-making 
(Pillai-Friedman & Ashline, 2014). 

Corroborating this, the interviews 
in this study presented a dual-
process of oscillation between 
loss and repair as effective 
for people in post-treatment 
survivorship; acknowledgement of 
losses incurred, with concurrent 
recognition of existing abilities, to 
help the client make sense of their 
state of being in the here-and-now. 

Humanistic and existentialist 
frameworks
Humanistic and existential-based 
approaches were prevalent in 
the interviews. Both therapeutic 
practices seek to provide clients 
with a compassionate, responsive 
and safe relationship to facilitate 
personal growth and healing (Corey, 
2015). Humanistic therapy views 
human nature as tending towards 
actualisation in which meaning 
is found, while existentialist 
approaches highlight the anxiety 
of making sense of an existence 
that lacks intrinsic meaning (Corey, 
2015). Existential therapy is often 
considered the therapy of the ‘here-
and-now’, although it incorporates 
future possibilities and past 
experience (Barnett, 2009b).

An existential perspective 
considers survivorship as survival 
from death, but also survival for life; 

The provision of a 
safe space for post-

treatment survivors of 
cancer to tell their story 
authentically, as it was 
for them, was identified 
as essential for effective 
psychotherapy
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medical aspects of cancer and 
its treatments was presented as 
beneficial, but not necessarily 
essential for the provision of 
effective psychotherapy with people 
living beyond cancer. 

While people’s experiences 
of and responses to cancer 
are distinct, this research, 
while neither authoritative 
nor exhaustive, indicates that 
there are particular issues and 
prevalent themes presented in 
psychotherapy by people following 
medical treatment. 

Improved awareness of the 
possible psychological impact of a 
cancer journey and the importance 
of emotional and social aspects 
in recovery are considered 
critical. Accordingly, this research 
concludes that psychotherapy and 
counselling support, to address 
themes such as loss of identity 
and perceived isolation, with 
bespoke interventions for specific 
cancer survivorship issues such 
as FCR, should feature in post-
treatment care plans. For an 
increasing number of people, 
such supports would improve the 
experience of living beyond cancer 
from survival towards full and 
holistic recovery. 
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treatment cancer survivors to tell 
their story, unencumbered and 
without influence or expectancy, 
was illuminated as of primary 
importance. 

The use of the ‘here-and-
now’, to acknowledge cancer-
related deficits but also existing 
strengths was described as 
empowering for clients while a 
grief and bereavement process of 
fluctuation between orientations 
of loss and restoration was 
presented as beneficial. While 
initially promoted for bereavement 
or palliative care (Neimeyer, 
2011), this research endorses 
subsequent investigations which 
consider this process as helpful 
in psychotherapy following cancer 
treatment (Pillai-Friedman & 
Ashline, 2014). 

The existentialist concept of 
meaning-making was endorsed 
as a means of cultivating better 
coping following traumatic 
experiences (Frankl, 2004; Yalom, 
1980). Although a meaning-centred 
psychotherapy was developed 
specifically for cancer patients 
potentially facing a foreshortened 
life (Breitbart & Applebaum, 
2011), this research advocates 
ensuing studies that view such 
approaches as effective in long-
term survivorship (Van-Der-Spek 
& Verdonck-de Leeuw, 2016; da 
Ponte et al., 2018).

The research highlighted the 
importance of the therapist’s 
self-awareness and personal 
supervision, while knowledge of 

Emotional difficulties pertaining 
to the initial cancer diagnosis and 
subsequent medical procedures 
could be delayed, becoming 
affective or more pronounced post-
treatment. For those burdened with 
emotional vulnerabilities, the cancer 
journey is ‘not over when it is over’, 
reflecting the irony that successful 
medical treatment does not 
necessarily mean subsequent good 
health (Recklitis & Syrjala, 2017). 

This research confirmed that 
following successful treatment 
of cancer, people can experience 
diverse negative psychological 
effects, including FCR, a traumatic, 
persistent and functionally 
disruptive psychological issue. 
Survivor’s self-esteem, emotional 
states and future expectations 
may be undermined, with 
various changes and ambiguous 
losses disturbing the subjective 
perception of identity. A sense 
of isolation was linked to the 
termination of medical treatment, 
often intensified by feelings of guilt 
or shame, or the non-disclosure 
of true emotional states for fear 
of causing anxiety in others. 
The interviews also presented 
the potential adverse impact of 
well-meaning encouragement to 
embrace a positive disposition 
and move on from the cancer 
experience, particularly for 
survivors whose emotional 
difficulties remain unexpressed. 

Existing literature contends that 
the psychotherapeutic approach to 
people living with or beyond cancer 
should be flexible, encompassing 
various styles and techniques as 
required (Lederberg & Holland, 
2011), however, there remains no 
consensus on an optimal approach 
(Iwashyna, 2010; Recklitis & 
Syrjala, 2017). Humanistic-
existential frameworks, grief and 
bereavement and narrative-based 
techniques were identified in 
this research as beneficial. The 
provision of a safe space for post-

Improved awareness 
of the possible 

psychological impact of 
a cancer journey and the 
importance of emotional 
and social aspects in 
recovery are considered 
critical
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ways” (Heller-Roazen, 2005, p. 
97). Attempts to stop its drift are 
always in vain (Heller-Roazen, 
2005, p. 74). “Our languages 
may also be seen over time as 
momentary ‘slowing downs’ or 
‘thickenings’ in a flow of norms 
that gives rise to a multitude of 
different structures” (De Landa, 
1997, p. 259). That is, every 
language has its own characteristic 
sound patterns that have accrued 
over time. The flow of sound slows 
down enough to be stable and 
repeatable over time, without ever 
losing its slow slippage. It is just 
stable enough to provide us with 
some fixity in the world, like a raft 
in water. In essence, we join the 
chorus of language and belong to 
its song.

We are all born into a river of 
language, some into more than 
one. Born ourselves overflowing 
with pre-linguistic sounds, some of 
which must fall away to clear the 
way for language. In this sense, 
learning a language is the sculpting 
of babbling, where some bits are 
chipped away:

Between the prattle of the infant 
and the first words of the child, 
there is not only no clear passage, 
but evidence of a decisive 
interruption, something like a 
turning point at which the hitherto-
limitless phonetic abilities of 
the infant seem to falter. (Heller-
Roazen, 2005, p. 10) 

In moving from babbling 
towards speaking, we lose 
certain capacities, we forget. 
This is evident in other languages 
that have particular sounds we 

several views will be suggested to 
open up thinking around language 
– the primary means of reciprocity 
in psychotherapy. This article will 
explore how language can become 
stuck and examine ways of 
‘unsticking’ it.

Diving in
Languages flow and change; they 
can be born and they can die. 
“Language has no being beyond 
its drifting parts, and its sole 
consistency may lie in the layers of 
forgetting and remembrance that 
tie and untie it in ever-changing 

Research Article

Playing language games
By Alex Delogu

Introduction

Psychoanalysis has been called 
the “talking cure” (Fink, 2007, 

p. 139). It operates largely through 
language exchanges between two 
people, with a slight asymmetry 
(Rose, 2004, p.9), where the client 
does more of the talking and is 
the primary focus of the talking 
(Delogu, 2020). To make a curious 
abstraction, psychotherapy is two 
people making sounds together. 
But what exactly is language, the 
currency with which we talk, and 
how does it operate? While there is 
no single answer to this question, 

Language is pulled like gravity into habitual 
patterns. These patterns often become repetitive 

and lifeless. Keeping our thoughts moving and our 
language alive for ourselves and others could be 
hugely beneficial in clinical practice 
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If we take into consideration 
these differing usages, it is no 
stretch to say that even if our 
words are the same, we are all 
speaking a different language. This 
seems especially clear in the work 
of psychotherapy. For example, 
when someone uses the word 
‘depressed’, the meaning of that 
may change one week to the next 
and derives different meaning from 
person to person.

Groundwork
An infinity of languages is daunting. 
To get a flavour of this, let us 
start with a simple enough binary. 
Merleau-Ponty (2002) makes 
a useful distinction between 
“speaking speech” and “spoken 
speech” (p. 229). To make a rough 
definition: “speaking speech” is 
authentic and first-hand, whereas 
“spoken speech” is inauthentic 
and second-hand. Noting here that 
“inauthentic” is not a negative 
value – it is of neutral value for 
present purposes (Baldwin, 2007, 
p. 94). Neither is better, as “the 
new is not always powerful and 
the formulaic is not always sterile” 
(Peters, 2009, p. 103).

Speaking speech is speech that 
has something to say – it is alive 
and creative and responsive to its 
situation. Spoken speech, on the 
other hand, is something someone 
else has said, so it a repetition 
– something that does not have 
anything new to say. It can be 
assumed that all speaking speech 
will, over time, become second-
hand; it will sediment, like the 
slowing down mentioned previously 
(Baldwin, 2007). 

The reverse is also true; second-
hand speech can be imbued with 
new life. The danger is that too 
much second-hand speech leads 
language into an impoverishment 
of meaning –  it becomes lifeless 
(Abrams, 2017). The outcome, 
therefore, is that work has to be 
done in keeping language alive. It 

statement; it is not the same 
bodily situation, and neither 
is it the same incorporeal 
transformation. (p. 91)

We can add the therapy room to 
that list. Further still, if we consider 
that every family is different, 
then every family is putting their 
language to a specific use. We 
learn “not a certain stock of words, 
but a certain way of using them” 
(Merleau-Ponty, 2002, p.203), with 
each family having its own little 
accidents and politics of language 
use. To borrow an interesting term 
from Wittgenstein (2009) everyone 
is playing a different “language 
game” (p.8).

We have words that, on the 
surface, sound the same, but 
underneath are being put to use 
in specific ways. My happiness is 
not the same as yours, but the 
word is the same. Any word, like 
‘happy’, ‘sad’, or ‘reflective’, will 
mean different things to different 
people and will elicit different 
responses from the various 
people they might be shared with. 
Sharing your happiness will return 
different reactions depending on 
whether it is your mother, political 
representative, or therapist. 
There is no doubt that these uses 
are shaped and moulded by the 
situation in which we grew up. 
What this means is that even 
though clients come to therapy 
speaking our shared language, 
the uses to which this language 
is put is immensely varied. There 
is just about enough overlap to 
make us intelligible to each other. 
“Language works well, but far from 
perfectly” (Rose, 2004, p. 37). 

ourselves have lost the ability to 
make, in order to speak our own 
language. There are many such 
differences between languages, for 
example, the distinction between 
the English ‘r’ and ‘l’ is absent in 
Japanese and, as such, is hard to 
perceive from their perspective. We 
have little choice in the words we 
are bound by and bound to, as we 
join the semi-stable language of 
our own environment.

Language games
Language encompasses the 
words we use, the specific sound 
patterns, and the way we use them 
–  body language, gesture, tone, 
and rhythm, among other things, 
all play a part in communicating 
with others. But the words are 
still there, they are important. “In 
psychotherapy the healing process 
is in one mind to another, and the 
words are the vehicles that carry 
the mental attitude back and forth” 
(Symington, 1993, p. 94). 

Language is a ‘vehicle’ carrying 
our patterning across the divide 
to each other – a sonic reaching 
across resonant touch. To use a 
different metaphor, “language is 
the money of thought” (McGilchrist, 
2010, p. 115). Or another: “A 
concept is a brick. It can be used 
to build the courthouse of reason. 
Or it can be thrown through the 
window” (Massumi in Deleuze and 
Guattari, 2004, p. xiii). Vehicle/
money/brick – they are all inert 
objects. The other important 
element is: to what use we put 
them and how we build or destroy 
with them.

The uses to which we put 
our words are almost infinite. 
According to Deleuze and Guattari, 
(2004), any statement:

 is not the same when said in 
the family, at school, in a love 
affair, in a secret society, or 
in a court: it is not the same 
thing, and neither is it the same 

Speaking speech is 
speech that has 

something to say – it is 
alive and creative and 
responsive to its situation
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(Suzuki, 1970) with “beginner’s 
mind.” “For a while you will keep 
your beginner’s mind, but if you 
continue to practice one, two, 
three years or more, although 
you may improve some, you 
are liable to lose the limitless 
meaning of original mind” (Suzuki, 
1970, p. 21). 

New words
Using new words has the capacity 
to bring about new potential 
in our speech. It is something 
this article has used frequently, 
borrowing from different contexts. 
It is also something that forms the 
basis of a therapist’s reflecting 
practice through paraphrasing what 
the client says (Culley & Bond, 
2004). Through paraphrasing, 
a sense of having been heard 
is created, which also brings a 
sense of thematic development to 
interaction. 

Psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion 
introduced something similar with 
“saturated” and “unsaturated” 
elements (Sapen, 2012, p. 118). 
To apply this idea to language, 
language becomes saturated 
when constantly repeated and the 
meaning of words become familiar 
and evocative of similar things. 
When language becomes over-
saturated it can spell the closure 
of different meanings. “An analyst 
with such a mind is incapable of 
learning because he is satisfied” 
(Bion, 1984, p. 29). Likewise, 
clients’ language can become over-
saturated with very unchangeable 
meanings. To find unsaturated 
language means finding language 
from other areas of life and 
applying them to therapy – learn 
and read far and wide. 

Bion imported terminology 
from diverse fields, such as 
mathematics, to find a new 
language appropriate to analysis 
itself (Sapen, 2012). To become 
a beginner again with language 
means bringing about some 

when too much newness has a 
dulling effect on our senses. We 
habituate quickly to whatever is 
new. Too much newness becomes 
boring, as “when everything is 
unpredictable, unpredictability 
becomes the most predictable 
thing imaginable” (Peters, 2009, 
p. 105). Equally so, an over-
abundance of newness can be 
alienating, lacking any familiar 
context.

Novelty, on the other hand, 
describes a subtle but different 
experience. Novelty is the 
appreciation of the uniqueness of 
any thing or moment, regardless of 
whether it has been seen before. 
“It involves the reconnection 
with the world which familiarity 
has veiled” (McGilchrist, 
2010, p. 173). It is like seeing 
something familiar with fresh 
eyes or appreciating the taste of 
your cup of tea. It is like saying 
something you have said many 
times before, like “I love you”, and 
saying it as if for the first time. 

With language, this is very much 
to do with the affective quality of 
speech mentioned earlier –   not 
the words, but how they are said. 
It encompasses our tone, prosody 
(the rhythm, stress and intonation 
of speech), body language and 
the context. Again, it is difficult to 
maintain because we habituate 
to experiences so easily. “We 
delete differences, so as not 
to be tricked into thinking that 
everyone we meet is an individual, 
a unique instance of humanity 
worthy of attention” (Elsby, 2020, 
p. 10). How do we avoid this? It 
is this that is spoken of in Zen 

is this impoverishment of meaning 
that therapists must avoid and, 
by extension, notice in others. 
This can be thought of more 
like forces acting on or through 
language rather than specific 
types of language. “The same 
object, the same phenomenon, 
changes depending on the force 
which appropriates it” (Deleuze, 
2006, p. 3). Forces can deaden 
or stabilise language or free it up 
and destabilise it. The word itself 
is heavily shaped by the forces 
that seize it or we impart to it. “I 
can tap a surface – simple – and 
the field of potentiality opens up, 
whereas with writing, at which 
I am practiced, I can write a 
single sentence which may close 
down the field of potentiality for 
hours, days, even years” (Toop, 
2016, p. 42). 

The field of potential for words 
can similarly open or close. The 
author suggests there are two 
main ways of achieving this and 
more than likely a combination of 
both is useful. An over-reliance on 
one may actually lead to a loss of 
vitality.

New versus novel
The ways of accessing the 
potentiality of words lies in the 
distinction between newness and 
novelty, terms borrowed from Iain 
McGilchrist (2010). The new is 
often presented as incompatible 
with the novel, but  both can be 
useful in their own way. Newness 
refers to what is new, what has 
not appeared before, something 
different. It is akin to the 
experience of sitting in a room and 
an unexpected sound occurs – our 
attention is drawn to newness. 
Babies are typically intrigued by 
newness as everything appears 
to them for the first time. Another 
typical example is the endless 
newness of scrolling through digital 
media or channel hopping on the 
television. A problem can arise 

Through paraphrasing, 
a sense of having been 

heard is created, which 
also brings a sense of 
thematic development to 
interaction
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it is about how the inert bricks of 
speech are used. This is obviously 
a more complicated process 
because language can be used 
in many different ways. It could 
be as simple as changing vocal 
intonation or it could be a more 
subtle change in our “stance” 
towards language (Peters, 2009, 
p. 139), simply thinking about 
something taken for granted. 
It could be a more profound 
surrender of will and simply 
listening to the original nature 
of every spoken word – mindful 
listening (McGilchrist, 2010).

I can recount an anecdotal 
example of this from another 
therapist that illustrates how to 
imbue the same language with 
new force. A client had the word 
‘stupid’ placed on her by her 
family. Options were explored on 
how to unload these words and a 
plan was reached. It was to write 
the word on a piece of paper and 
hand it back to the person who had 
put that word on her. The client did 
this and returned the word on a 
piece of paper. This act alleviated 
the burden of this language. This 
is an excellent example of imbuing 
a word with new power, and in this 
case the word was literally ‘handed 
back’. In therapy we are trying to 
achieve similar shifts through the 
relationship, reclaiming our own 
words.

We can watch for repetitive 
language in our own speech and 
that of the client. For example. 
saying similar phrases repeatedly 
or in the same way may begin to 
feel tired; phrases and words that 
repeat, that have some overly 
familiar quality to them; ways of 
speaking that have slowed and 
sedimented. This acts as a marker 
and could function in any number 
of ways. The main concern here 
is language that displays a lack 
of thought and vitality, either 
as a defence or simply from not 
knowing otherwise. This may be 

language game, but as a personal 
seizing of power over one’s own 
language, translating the foreign 
element into something of one’s 
own. The diagnosis is a term from 
a medical language game, a brick 
dropped into a families’ language 
game. What do they do with that? 
What use is it, if any? White tries 
to discover some uses of the term 
for Jeffrey and his family.

While there are obvious issues 
around power imbalances in 
professional diagnosis (White, 
2007), this article is more 
concerned with how that power 
has an effect at the level of the 
individual through language and 
how this can be counteracted. 
Words can induce or smuggle 
emotional states into someone 
and create psychic and emotional 
blocks. Depending on the 
diagnosis, it can also have real-
world consequences that will in 
turn have psychic and emotional 
consequences. For example, 
according to Wang (2019) giving: 

someone a diagnosis of 
schizophrenia will impact 
how they see themselves. It 
will change how they interact 
with friends and family. The 
diagnosis will affect how 
they are seen by the medical 
community, the legal system … 
and so on. (p.13)

Novel words
The other approach to language is 
to use the same language, but to 
imbue it with a different affect to 
change the quality of its saying. As 
in the example highlighted earlier, 

creative thought. An example from 
jazz saxophonist Ornette Coleman 
exemplifies this. The saxophone 
was Coleman’s main instrument, 
but he started to play violin 
and trumpet, of which he had 
no training, so that he was not 
encumbered by his own technique 
on these new instruments (Frisk, 
2014). To use Bion’s language, 
the saxophone was saturated 
through practise, whereas the 
new instruments were not – they 
held greater unexplored potential. 
As is the intention of this article, 
we are trying to avoid letting our 
proficiency dictate our ways of 
speaking and to maintain the 
living creative feel of language.

The downside to chasing new 
language is that venturing too 
far into new terrain can feel 
alien. Open a textbook on law 
or mathematics and most of us 
are dropped into an unfamiliar 
language game. In practice, it is 
also important to communicate in 
a way that is relatable to clients. 
It would be helpful to avoid the 
use of overly technical language 
within therapy. In this sense it 
is prudent to try “to discern and 
speak in the person’s natural 
language” (Rose, 2004, p. 4). Try 
first to play the client’s language 
game and pay attention to what 
you yourself are playing with them.

There is a striking example of 
using new words in the book Maps 
of Narrative Practice (2007) by 
Michael White. White speaks of a 
boy called Jeffrey who has been 
diagnosed with ADHD. The focus 
is not particularly on language, but 
it is relevant, as White encourages 
Jeffrey to use his own language 
around the diagnosis. Jeffrey 
already had his own language 
around it, calling it AHD. They 
explore what this means through 
art and various other means. In 
this case it is important to see 
this not just as a quirky childhood 
misunderstanding of the ‘correct’ 

The other approach to 
language is to use the 

same language, but to 
imbue it with a different 
affect to change the quality 
of its saying
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Thoughtful habits 
Therapists have plenty of such 
phrases, for example ‘that sounds 
very challenging’ or ‘what was that 
like for you?’ Bion (1960) observes 
that we get “into the habit of taking 
it for granted that one has decided 
to be an analyst, to be one for life 
as if it were a closed question; 
whereas I think it is important that 
it should remain an open question” 
(p. 30).

Conclusion
The purpose of this article is 
to encourage presence of mind 
around language. Language 
becoming habitual and unthinking is 
something everyone faces – nature 
pulls it there like gravity. The living 
element beneath is somewhat 
intangible and hard to explain, 
although it is the author’s hope 
that a sense of it has come across 
the page through these words. 
Examples provided in this article are 
drawn from neuroscience, music 
and philosophy and are intended 
to extract some rough practical 
method. As such, this is about more 
than language. Language itself has 
its own unique peculiarities that are 
worth exploring as that is largely 
the medium through which therapy 
operates. 

Alex Delogu

Alex is an accredited psychotherapist 
in private practice in South 
Dublin. He received his Masters 
in Philosophy from UCD in 
2012 and then his BA (Hons) in 
Counselling and Psychotherapy 
from DBS. He has a strong interest 
in embodiment and teaches 
Tai Chi and Qi Gong in Dublin 
and has been playing music 
semi-professionally for over 15 
years. He can be found at www.
alexdelogu.com and can be 
contacted at email:  
alexdelogu@gmail.com

the result, as the example of the 
client called ‘stupid’ above, of 
words smuggling feelings into us. 
The words might be obvious, but 
the feelings not so much.

The danger is allowing things 
to settle into mindless clichés 
– something that looms through 
repetition. Clichés can bring us to 
the sort of habituation that has a 
deadening effect. As explained by 
Machado (2019):

We think of clichés as boring 
and predictable, but they 
are actually one of the most 
dangerous things in the 
world ... This triteness, this 
predictability, has a flattening 
effect, making singularly boring 
what is in fact a defining and 
terrible experience. (p. 267)

This echoes Nietzsche’s (1968) 
view that “words make the 
uncommon common” (p. 428). 
The challenge is to make what we 
think we know uncommon again, 
to see it with less assumptions, 
to “unsaturate” our words. 
As explained by Bion (1980): 
“Terribly. Frightened. These words 
are commonplace. But I now 
become alert when I hear that 
word ‘terrible’ because it is so 
worn. It’s terrible weather; it’s 
terrible this; it’s terrible that; the 
word means nothing” (p. 8).

There is no escaping habits, it 
is more about how we are with 
them. Habits are not necessarily 
bad, habits free us from chaos; 
they are aspects of us that are 
not consciously thought about any 
more. Habits can be consciously 
cultivated like a musician who 
has a set of clichés or ‘licks’;  
“collections of phrases that 
serve either as a repertoire of 
substitutes for spontaneity, or 
as a vocabulary of ‘selected 
facts’ that can undergo revision 
and recontextualization” (Sapen, 
2012, p. 142). 
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Dear Member,

Spring is finally upon us and 
the gloom of of winter days is 
receding. The emergence of the 
daffodils reminds me of W.W’s 
famous poem “I Wandered 
Lonely As a Cloud”. And his 
reference to “ host of golden 
daffodils” There is great 
pleasure observing the new 

growth all around us and with it that feeling of hope for 
the future. The poem contrasts the pleasure of going 
out with nature, as well as the power of contemplation. 

I am now into my 2nd year serving as Cathaoirleach 
and while the last two years have been fraught with 
challenges for everyone but we can now hope that the 
future will be brighter. I have been so impressed and 
inspired by our members and how they continued to 
serve their clients and also supporting their colleagues 
throughout this time. I believe our organisation has 

Cathaoirleach Bernie Hackett and CEO Lisa Molloy

Cathaoirleach Bernie Hackett speaking at the IACP Conference in October

IACP Noticeboard

Cathaoirleach’s letter to members 
Spring 2022
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been steadfast throughout in adapting to the challenges 
that have been thrown in our direction, from a 
professional and a logistical perspective.

I have been a proud member of the IACP since 1991. 
I have served on the Board of Directors for several 
periods, most recently as Leas-Cathaoirleach. I have 
also served on several sub-committees, and it has 
been my aim to bring this long experience to my work 
as Cathaoirleach. Currently the IACP has some 130 
volunteer members serving on various committees. 
I would encourage any member to volunteer to join 
a committee, it provides an opportunity to get an 
insight into the operation of the organisation, to feel 
more connected. Several of our committees are now 
seeking new members and it is truly an opportunity 
for development and growth as well as engaging with 
peers. 

Speaking of development and growth, the IACP now 
has its own Essential Conversations Podcast and I 
would recommend that everyone listen to it as it can 
be entertaining, but above all, it is very informative. It 

covers topics that any therapist would be familiar with 
coming in the door, such as anxiety and body positivity. 
They are recorded with a mixture of expert guests and 
IACP members (who are bona fide experts in and of 
themselves!) and they are available to listen to on Apple 
Podcasts. 

I hope to meet with more of you in person this year 
as things are finally opening up again. I would like to 
emphasise the importance of self-compassion and self-
care, and going out in nature as often as we can, so 
that we may enjoy this season which is always so fresh 
and full of possibility, so that we may, in our own way, 
rejoice among the daffodils and all the new blooms that 
spring up along our path. 

Cathaoirleach Bernie Hackett and Leas-Chathaoirleach Séamus Sheedy 

Cathaoirleach’s Letter to Members

Mise le meas,

Bernie Hackett 
Cathaoirleach, IACP
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Dear Member,

We are facing 2022 with greater 
optimism, following a challenging 
two years (to say the least). 
The impact of Covid-19 has 
been felt by us all – personally, 
professionally, and most of all for 
those who have suffered loss at 
this time. We are finally seeing 
a light at the end of the tunnel, 

and we will be returning to our offices in Dun Laoghaire 
on a staggered hybrid basis in the coming months. I 
have missed the social interactions in person with the 
team, the Board of Directors, Committee Members and 
the IACP members who would visit the office. However, 
we have as an organisation embraced technology with 
enthusiasm and will be able to enjoy the best of both 
worlds going forward. 

The use of technology has had many benefits 
including increased connections with key 
organisations. One such organisation is Mental 
Health Reform (MHR) and Iwona Blasi, our 

Innovation & Development Manager, spoke at its 
Brave New Connections’ event which examined good 
practice for remote mental health provision. It was 
a knowledge sharing event featuring contributions 
from representatives from the IACP, SpunOut, 
Samaritans, Jigsaw, AWARE, Bodywhys, MyMind, 
Grow, St Patrick’s University Hospital, among 
others. Iwona gave a presentation on Online Therapy 
Guidelines and the IACP’s Response to COVID-19 
Pandemic. 

Another positive virtual engagement was a meeting 
myself and Iwona Blasi held with Adam Harris, CEO 
of AsIAm, and Michael Ryan (IACP member) to 
discuss a collaboration this year. AsIAm Is Ireland’s 
National Autism Charity. They are working to 
create a society in which every autistic person is 
empowered to reach their own personal potential 
and fully participate in society. They believe that by 
developing the capacity of the autism community 
and addressing the societal barriers to inclusion we 
can make Ireland the world’s most autism-friendly 
country. We are excited about working more closely 
with them in the near future. 

Our most important 
stakeholders are our 
members, the service 
you provide is invaluable 
and counselling and 
psychotherapy has 
been rightly recognised 
as an essential front-
line service. In order 
to give due recognition 
to the essential 
services provided by 
our members during the 
pandemic, I have written 
to Minister for Health 
Stephen Donnelly 
seeking an extension 
of the provision of the 
once-off €1,000 bonus 
payment, being made Lisa Molloy and Iwona Blasi (Innovation & Development Manager) meet with Adam Harris, CEO of AsIAm

A Message from the Chief Executive 
Spring 2022

A message from the Chief Executive
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available to public 
healthcare workers, 
to Counsellors and 
Psychotherapists who 
continued to provide 
essential face-to-
face Counselling and 
Psychotherapy supports 
during this time. 

As well you know, 
Counsellors and 
Psychotherapists have 
played and continue 
to play a vital role on 
the frontline of this 
Pandemic, supporting 
vulnerable people, 
in some cases on 
a voluntary basis, 
including medical staff 
and other key frontline 
workers who are 
struggling with the psychological distress caused by 
the impact of this virus. 

Many of our members continued to see clients 
face to face (within the Government guidelines) 
under exceedingly difficult circumstances and at 
risk to their own safety and well-being, as did their 
colleagues across the health profession. A number 
of IACP members also offered their services free of 
charge to frontline workers. 
 
Now that we are finally seeing a lifting of the 
restrictions that have been in place since March 
2020, we are excited to see a gradual move back 
to in-person events. Due to the restrictions, we had 
to hold our last two AGMs and Annual Conferences 
(including our 40th Anniversary celebrations) 
remotely so I am delighted to share that the IACP 
2022 AGM and Conference will take place on 
Friday 14th and Saturday 15th October 2022 in 
the Galway Bay Hotel, Salthill, Co Galway. Further 
information will be announced in the coming months 
but needless to say it is an event that is eagerly 
anticipated. 
 
The pandemic has had and will continue to have a 
significant impact on our lives. We wanted to find out 
about the ongoing effects of the Covid-19 pandemic 

Iwona Blasi, our Innovation & Development Manager, spoke at the MHR Brave New Connections’ event. Also pictured are 
Kevin Cullen, Scientific Advisor, MHR, and MHR CEO Fiona Coyle

A message from the Chief Executive

Lisa Molloy at the IACP Conference & AGM in October
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on IACP members and their work 
– following on from a survey we 
carried out in July 2020. We also 
sought feedback in other key areas 
relating to organisational supports 
and processes, keen to hear how 
the organisation is working for our 
members. Our 2018 Members’ 
Survey indicated an appetite for 
access to online CPD as well 
as to a research database and 
a simplification of accreditation 
processes – all of which have since 
been implemented. We will be able 
to learn even more from this latest 
survey about how we can further 
support Members going forward. 
Behaviour &Attitudes (B&A) hosted 
the survey for us and provided the 
analysis and report. With 1,316 
Members completing the survey - an 
excellent response rate of 26.6% - we 
have highly representative insights 
to inform the future direction of the 
organisation. On behalf of everyone 
at the IACP I would like to thank 
members for their support and 
engagement during this research. 
I would like also to thank the IACP 
staff and committees involved on 
this project with particular thanks 
going to Dr Ellen Kelly our Research 
& Education Officer. A summary of 
findings is on the Noticeboard and the 
B&A presentation is available on the 
IACP website. 

We have a wonderful team in the 
IACP and I am very happy to extend 
a warm welcome to Hannah Furey 
who has joined us and who is working 
in the Accreditation Department. Hannah is filling a 
vacancy created by the recent departure of Hazel Nolan 
who we wish the very best for the future. I know that 
you will all make Hannah feel very welcome to the IACP 
when you meet her (on the phone, virtually or in person) 
over the coming months. 

Brighter days are ahead, both literally and 
figuratively and I would like to commend everyone 

for their continued resilience and adaptability in 
what has been a very trying time. We continue to be 
proud of everything we have achieved collectively 
thus far and are looking forward to the coming year 
with optimism. 

Lisa Molloy 
Chief Executive, IACP

A message from the Chief Executive

A letter to Minister for Health Stephen Donnelly seeking an extension of the provision of the once-off €1,000 
bonus payment being made to public healthcare workers to counsellors and psychotherapists
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In Memoriam: Ursula O’Farrell 
It is with great sadness that we write to inform 
you that Ursula O’Farrell passed away on January 
6, 2022 – peacefully at her Sandymount home. 
Ursula was an author, lecturer and a pioneer of the 
counselling movement in Ireland and a co-founder 
of the Irish Association for Counselling and 
Psychotherapy. Ursula was also the Cathaoirleach 
from 1991 to ‘95 and a key figure of influence 
within the organisation, and recipient of the Carl 
Berkeley Memorial Award in 2011, recognising her 
outstanding contribution to the profession.

Ursula is an author of “First Steps in 
Counselling”, published in 1988. This seminal text has been used in 
counselling courses all over the country for almost 35 years, is in its 3rd 
edition, has never gone out of print, and has sold c.50,000 copies. She 
also published three other works on counselling. Ursula was pivotal in the 
publication of the IACP’s first Guide to Counselling and Therapy in 1991 - 
a comprehensive directory of those engaged in therapeutic practice on a 
nationwide basis, benefitting both therapists and members of the public 
alike. Ursula was a founder member of the tutor team on the Maynooth 
Counselling Skills programme. She was generous, passionate, wise and 
a leader in the transformative impact of counselling and psychotherapy in 
Ireland. Ursula will be sadly missed by all her IACP colleagues, including the 
IACP Board of of Directors and the IACP Staff. An obituary will follow in the 
Summer Edition of the IJCP. 

Ar dheis Dé go raibh a hanam dílis. 

IACP Noticeboard

Course Criteria Change
We wish to notify our members that as per recent Board ratification, the 
Course Criteria point 6.4 has been updated as per below:

6.4 It is not appropriate for students in training to gain their client 
counselling/psychotherapy experience through private or 
independent practice. Students cannot receive payment directly for 
client work from the client during training.

Pre-Accredited Members List on IACP.ie 
As recommended by Member Categories Working Group and ratified by 
the Board, we have created an area on the IACP Website that lists Pre-
Accredited Members details, comprising of Membership number and 
Member name. This register will enable online verification that a member 
is registered as a Pre-Accredited Member of the IACP. The list is available 
at the following link: iacp.ie/preaccredited-members-list 

If you are a Pre-accredited Member and wish to opt in to be listed on the 
Online Pre-accredited Member Register, please email membercare@iacp.ie 

Pre-Accredited 
Members Online 
Application is  
now live on the  
IACP website! 
Following the success of the 
Online Student Application 
Form, we are delighted to let 
our members know that the new 
online form has been developed 
for those applying for a Pre-
accredited Membership. 

Members can apply by using 
the link: iacp.ie/Pre-Accredited-
Membership and “Apply Now” 
button. The form is very simple to 
use but if you have any specific 
questions, please email  
olivia@iacp.ie
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IACP Noticeboard

Members’ Survey 2021
The IACP carried out a full Members’ Survey at the end 
of 2021. This study combines elements from a Covid-19 
survey carried out in July 2020, tracking the ongoing 
impacts of the pandemic on members and their work. 
It also updates a similar members’ survey from 2018, 
seeking feedback on areas such as Accreditation, CPD, 
Supervision, Communications, Research, Resources, 
Organisational Profile, Perceptions of Counselling/
Psychotherapy and the future. 

Links to the online survey were distributed by B&A 
and there was a very strong response rate of 26.6% 
(N = 1,316 members) offering robust insights. B&A 
conducted the analysis of the results. 

Findings include: 

Some Descriptors: 4 out of 5 IACP members are female; 
2 out of 3 live in Dublin/Leinster (67%); more than 
half are accredited members (54%); 2 out of 3 work 
in private practice; a person-centred theoretical model 
primarily guides the work of almost two-thirds (63%); 
more than a third (34%) work full-time while more than 
half (52%) work part-time; most (95%) work with adults 
and 1 in 3 (33%) work with adolescents. 

Overall: Most (83%) say their work as a counsellor/
psychotherapist has been impacted somehow by the 
pandemic, with the biggest impact being the mixture 
of remote and on-site working. Some of the perceived 
pandemic impacts on members have lessened over time 
– however negative impacts on personal wellbeing, the 
ability to practise self-care and contact with colleagues 
and other practitioners have increased. 

Hours: More than a third (35%) say they are working 
more hours now than before the pandemic while 17% 
say they are working less hours. 4 in 10 (40%) are 
working the same as before. 

Online/Face-to-Face work: The vast majority (81%) are 
back working face-to-face with 4 in 10 (40%) working 
mostly/only face-to-face and more than 4 in 10 (42%) 
providing a mixture of online and face-to-face work. 
Almost 3 in 4 (73%) intend to continue to provide online 
counselling/psychotherapy after the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Satisfaction levels are high with 5 out of 6 (83%) saying 
they are totally or largely satisfied with how they are 
currently working. 

Clients: Increases in newly referred clients are reported by 
more than half (51%) while increases in returning former 
clients are reported by more than a third (36%). Clients 

are presenting more with anxiety (82%) and stress/panic 
issues (74%) during the pandemic than is usually the 
case and relationship difficulties and depression have 
risen significantly as presenting issues since the 2020 
survey. Three-quarters of members say that clients are 
raising issues related to Covid-19 with some degree of 
regularity, the top issue raise being anxiety. 

Supervision: There has been a significant growth in the 
importance of supervision during the pandemic, with 
52% saying that it is more important than usual. 

Perceptions of counselling/psychotherapy: Most 
(64%) think that the pandemic has raised the profile 
of counselling/psychotherapy and there has been a 
growth in perceptions since 2018 that the profession is 
positively regarded. Almost all (96%) find their work as 
a counsellor/psychotherapist totally or largely rewarding 
– with a +15% on 2018 for those who say it is totally 
rewarding. 

Satisfaction: Satisfaction levels are broad for the new 
CPD training portal and EBSCO research products, 
and there are positive and growing ratings for the IACP 
website, publications, supports, the national profile as 
well as an increased awareness of lobbying activities 
for talk therapies. Members are broadly satisfied with 
accreditation processes. 

Future: There is an appetite for a return to in-person 
CPD events and training (62%) when it is safe to do 
so, along with an appetite for workshops with guest 
speakers at regional AGMs (63%). Most would like to 
see specialist speakers in their regions once a year. As 
in 2018, most are in favour of State Regulation (87%) 
and see the IACP as continuing to have an important 
role in lobbying, representing and particularly ensuring 
that the profession is understood by the general public 
and within the media.

For the full report please visit Research Files in the 
Education section of the IACP website. 
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IACP Noticeboard

IACP in the Media
22nd October – Mental Health Budget press release 
Mayo Advertiser. 

24th October – Dear Mary column advises people to go 
to iacp.ie. Sunday Independent 

2nd November – Dawn O’Brien in Beating Winter Blues 
column in the Irish Independent 

16th November –  IACP is mentioned in Advice Column 
in the Irish Times 16th Nov – Joe Heffernan mentioned 
in Evening Echo article as well as Echolive on teens 
use of social media 

26th November – Mary Coleman mentioned in the 
Dungarvan Leader on importance of counselling and 
psychthoerhapy 

5th December – Helen Browne in Sunday Times on 
fatigue caused by the pandemic 

16th December – MIACP Helen Vaughan features on 
the Irish Independent’s Real Health Podcast 

18th December – Opinion: Feeling anxious this 
Christmas? There are steps you can take to cope 
Bernie Hackett in the Journal.ie 

18th December – Daily Mail Agony Aunt - Recommends 
iacp.ie 

19th December – Couples therapy in high demand due 
to Covid fears and festive stress - Article with input 
from three IACP members - Irish Independent 

22nd December – 2FM - iacp.ie mentioned on the 
Jennifer Zamperelli Show 

1st January – IACP celebrates 40th Anniversary – Eolas 
Magazine 

6th January – Dry January – Some ideas to help you on 
your way – Padraig O’Morain 

14th January – Helen Vaughan MIACP features on 
piece re Blue Monday 

15th January – IACP public survey mentioned – WLR FM 

16th January – IACP public survey mentioned – Beat 
102 103 

17th January – IACP public survey mentioned – Q102 

22nd January – Opinion Piece – The Journal – 
Cathoirleach Bernie Hackett 

The Irish Times – Padraig O’Morain’s column (weekly) 

The Sun – Dear Deirdre Column mentions the IACP 
(weekly) 

C103 – Joe Heffernan features weekly 

Irish Independent – Dear Mary column – IACP directory 
mentioned 

Woman’s Way – Dear Fiona column – IACP mentioned 

Daily Mail Problem Page – IACP mentioned 
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IACP Noticeboard

Date for your Diary

IACP 2022 AGM  
and Conference

IACP 2022 AGM and Conference will take place 
on Friday 14th and Saturday 15th October 2022 

in the Galway Bay Hotel, Salthill, Co Galway.
Further information will be announced in the coming months.

IACP Essential Conversations Podcast 
We are delighted to have launched our Essential Conversations Podcast.

Having a conversation is a way to connect with friends and family but 
also with a therapist. These conversations are essential and should be 
encouraged.

On this podcast, the IACP will host Essential Conversations with experts 
and inspirational guests, where each episode will help us to better 
understand mental health, wellness, and the benefits of therapy. 

Find a link on the home page of the IACP website.

FREE CPD FOR IACP MEMBERS

An Introduction to EFT for Therapists – IACP Members by Eve Menezes Cunningham

CPD hours: 4 

This course is aimed at therapists who are interested in how Tapping works as well as those who are already EFT 
practitioners and who are looking for potentially new ways of integrating EFT into their practice. Even if you’ve never heard 
of Emotional Freedom Technique, you’ll learn how to use it yourself around building your ideal practice, finances and 
other concerns you may have (module 1 video) as well as several other tap alongs demonstrating how a qualified EFT 
practitioner might use it with issues including stress, anxiety, confidence and resilience building, trauma, sleep issues 
and finding more purpose meaning and joy (module 2 video). In module 3 - you will see links and information about 
further reading, training and other resources. 

To access training, please log in to the IACP Members Area and click on Online CPD. 

SUBSIDISED CPD FOR IACP MEMBERS

IACP Conference 2021 (3 CPD) 

CPD hours: 3

Cost: €15 (IACP Members only)

The IACP Annual Conference 2021 was held virtually on the 16th October. The event featured speakers Deb Dana, 
Dr Michael Duffy, and Dr Sabina Brennan. 

The 3 recorded presentations and Q&A sessions are now available on IACP CPD portal, cost €15 for IACP Members only. 

TO COMPLETE ANY OF THESE COURSES, PLEASE LOG IN TO THE IACP MEMBER AREA ON THE IACP WEBSITE AND CLICK ON ONLINE CPD, WHICH WILL GIVE YOU 

ACCESS TO THE IACP CPD PORTAL ON THERAPY ACADEMY, WHERE YOU CAN CHOOSE A COURSE TO COMPLETE.

New CPD Offerings on the IACP Online CPD Portal

THE PODCAST
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Aisling Bruce Dublin 9
Aisling O'Connor Co. Carlow
Andrea McCarthy Co. Cork
Angela Dundon Co. Limerick
Ann Greta Fitzpatrick Dublin 12
Anne Marie Murphy Co. Derry
Aoife McGrath Co. Laois
Audrey Flanagan Dublin 15
Bernadette Duffy Dublin 5
Bianca Paltinean Dublin 7
Birgitt Meaney Co. Carlow
Breda Clegg Co. Dublin 
Briedge McCarney Joyce Co. Galway
Camelia Laza Co. Dublin 
Carol Lacey Dublin 8
Catherine Rooney Co. Dublin
Ciara Hilliard Co. Kildare
Claire Bruton Co. Meath
Clare Killane Dublin 5
Cliona Hatano Co. Cork
Clíona Hegarty Co. Galway
Cora Cahill Co. Laois
Darren McKenna Co. Mayo
David Cleary Co. Wicklow
Deborah Armstrong Dublin 15
Deirdre Bunyan Dublin 5
Deirdre O'Shea Co. Longford
Deirdre O'Neill Co. Dublin
Dermot O'Mahony Co. Clare
Emily Kennedy Co. Cork
Eoin Kinsella Co. Westmeath
Erengul Yoldas Co. Roscommon
Grainne Breslin Co. Dublin 
Grainne Gowran Dublin 6
Hannah Byrne Co. Kildare
Ingrid Whyte Co. Meath
James Lyster Co. Wexford
Jennifer Holligan Co. Carlow
Jennifer Nolan Co. Kilkenny
John McDonnell Co. Clare
Josephine Killeen Co. Tipperary
Joyce Ring Dublin 3
Julie Reynolds Co. Limerick
Karen Gillespie Co. Limerick
Karen Bradley Co. Galway
Laura Bourke Co.Offaly
Laura McCaffrey Co. Wicklow

Leanne Goff Co. Wexford
Liam Collins Co. Cork
Liz McGarrity Co. Meath
Lorna Rogerson Co. Dublin
Lorraine Rossiter Co. Louth
Lorraine Carpenter Co. Kildare
Louise O'Sullivan Co. Limerick
Marcella Carroll Dublin 16
Margaret O'Neill Co. Kildare
Marguerite Wilson Dublin 18
Maria Bowens Co. Cork
Martina Ruane Co. Dublin
Mary Boylan Co. Clare
Mary Roche Bickley Co. Cork
Mary Doheny Co. Kilkenny
Mary Maher Co. Tipperary
Mary Doherty Co. Meath
Mary Barrett Co. Kildare
Mary Theresa Walsh Co. Kerry
Meadhbh Crowley Co. Limerick
Neil O'Connor Dublin 15
Paddy Slattery Dublin 20
Patricia O'Connell Dublin 6W
Patrick O'Farrell Co. Wicklow
Pauline Meehan Co. Offaly
Pauline Byrne Dublin 22
Robert Barry Co. Kildare
Rory O'Connor Dublin 7
Sandra McQuoid Dublin 7
Sarah McNamara Co. Meath
Sarah Skinner Co. Dublin
Scott Glennon Dublin 6W
Sharon Bennett Dublin 22
Shona Benton Co. Carlow
Sinead Domican Dublin 22
Sinéad Keenan Co. Westmeath
Siobhan Long Co. Cork
Siobhan Bartley Co. Meath
Siobhan Leahy Dublin 15
Stefania Ceolin Co. Dublin
Suzanne Hannan Co. Dublin
Sylvia Lennon Co. Donegal
Tammy Duffy Co. Westmeath
Tara Jane O'Connor Co. Clare
Tracy McGee Co. Dublin 
Úna Ahearne Dublin 12
William Dunlea Co. Kildare

First Time Accreditation

IACP Accreditations
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Aaron Hanway Co. Wicklow

Barbara Moore Co. Dublin

Bernadette Finn Co. Galway

Bernadette Avdic Co. Mayo

Bobbi Grogan Co. Kildare

Bogdan Wawrzaszek Dublin 15

Breda Cahill Co. Dublin 

Catherine Noonan Co. Kildare

Ciara Scally Dublin 7

Clare Murray Co. Dublin 

Dana Fagan Co. Wexford

David Horan Co. Dublin 

Deirdre O'Keeffe Dublin 16

Eilish O'Hanlon Co. Cork

Elizabeth Miriam Grace Co. Dublin

Fiona Nolan Dublin 24

Geraldine Walsh Dublin 5

Jane Hehir Dublin 14

Jennifer Webb Dublin 24

Jo Anne Sexton Dublin 5

John Collins Co. Offaly

Judy Moloney Co. Limerick

Kay Doherty Co. Donegal

Laura Cahill Co. Dublin 

Laurence O'Reilly Co. Dublin 

Margaret Wasz Co. Tipperary

Martha McKeon Lynch Co. Galway

Mary Pugh Co. Dublin

Matt Ryals Co. Kildare

Michelle Daly Co. Louth

Michelle Molloy Co. Galway

Miriam Murphy Co. Cork

Muriel Byrne Co. Dublin

Nicola Hallissey Co. Cork

Olwyn Keyes Co. Dublin 

Orla Killeen Co. Clare

Patricia Fitzgerald Co. Tipperary

Penny Houghton Co. Dublin

Peta Webster Co. Tipperary

Sandra Hanlon Co. Kildare

Suzanne McEnaney Dublin 14

Suzanne O'Connor Co. Wicklow

Newly Accredited Supervisors

IACP Accreditations

IACP Events (Full Details available at www.iacp.ie)

COMMITTEE  
& DATE EVENT TITLE, PRESENTER & LOCATION TIME PLACES

PRICE
CPD  

HOURSMEMBER
STUDENT 
MEMBER

NON-MEMBER

SUPERVISORS FORUM

05/03/2022 Attending to the Supervision Relationship 
Presenter: Dr Aisling McMahon
Venue: Zoom 
Bookings will close on Wednesday 2nd March 2022

Registration 

09:15
10:00 - 16:30

Incl lunch from 
from 13:00.p.m. to 

14:00.p.m.

500 Free IACP Supervisors only 6

NORTHERN IRELAND REGIONAL COMMITTEE 

12/03/2022 Using Logotherapy & Existential Analysis to Enhance Current 
Practice 
Presenter: Dr. Scott Peddie
Venue: Zoom 
Bookings will close Thursday 12th March 22

Registration 

09:45
10:00 - 15:00

94 €50 – €80 5
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TRAINING in  
GROUP ANALYSIS

Have you ever sat in a group and 
wondered what was going on?

A unique One-Year Foundation Course in Group Analysis  
open to professionals interested in working with and understanding 

group dynamics.
Delivered in block format over nine weekends from 

September 2022– June 2023 
 the course includes therapy group, large group, theory seminars  

and work discussion groups.
Award: Foundation Certificate in Group Analysis awarded by  

The School of Psychotherapy at St. Vincent’s University Hospital  
and recognised by the Irish Group Analytic Society [IGAS],  

a member of the Psychoanalytic Section of the ICP.

INFORMATION BRIEFINGS
Friday 11th March 6pm - 7.30pm (Zoom)

Thursday 31st March 6.30pm - 8pm @ The School of Psychotherapy, 
St. Vincent’s University Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4.

Wednesday 27th April 6.30pm – 8pm (Zoom)

To attend or register your interest, please contact 
info@tsop.ie

Closing Date for application for the 2022 intake onto the Foundation 
Certificate: Friday 27th May 2022 

Following the Foundation Course there is an option to complete  
a two-year Diploma in Group Work Practice with further eligibility 

 to apply  for the UCD MSc in Group Analytic Psychotherapy  
(www.ucd.ie/medicine/studywithus/graduatestudies/psychotherapy)

The School of Psychotherapy also offers training opportunities in 
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy and Child Art Psychotherapy.  

See www.tsop.ie or contact info@tsop.ie

7 Fr Mathew Street, Cork City.  www.corkcounsellingservices.ie

Experience real-world training in the context of a busy community practice

B.Sc. (Hons) Degree in Counselling & Psychotherapy (Top-Up) F/T 1 Year or P/T 2 Years

You need minimum IACP pre-accredited status to do this well established programme:

• highly qualified & supportive trainers are daily employed in specialist & general practice
• we take an experiential, applied approach in order to enhance academic learning
• we provide placement opportunities in a long established community counselling centre
• our 30 years training experience prepares you for pending statutory regulation.
• costs €4200 including university registration fee & online tuition if necessary (Covid-19)

Also enrolling:

B.Sc. (Hons) Degree in Counselling And Psychotherapy IACP-accredited, P/T 4 Years

Certificate in Introduction to Counselling And Psychotherapy Studies P/T, 1 Year

Application forms are on our website or enquire by email to  info@corkcounsellingservices.ie or by phone to  021-4274951

Email info@corkcounsellingservices.ie to register for zoom open night on Mon 21/02/22 @ 8pm
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IHF and RCSI are now inviting applications for this part-
time postgraduate programme run over two years.

MSc Loss & Bereavement (Clinical Practice), applications are 
invited from mental health professionals such as counsellors, 
psychotherapists, psychologists, social worker bereavement 
coordinators and others who design and implement clinical 
bereavement interventions as part of their practice.

Accreditation 
This is an RCSI programme run in association with Irish 
Hospice Foundation. It is accredited by the Royal College 
of Surgeons in Ireland and the National University of 
Ireland as a Level 9 qualification.

For general queries, contact:
Jennifer Leech Education Administrator,  
Irish Hospice Foundation 
jennifer.leech@hospicefoundation.ie  
(01) 679 3188

Registered Charity 20013554

MSc Loss and Bereavement  
(Clinical Practice)

September 2022 – May 2024

Course Details  
This programme is part-time over two years. There are 
seven modules in year one (5 at 10 credits, two at 5 credits) 
and a dissertation in year two. A 10-credit module consists 
of 250 hours of learning including lecture time, self-
directed learning, course preparation, examination time, and 
supervision. The two-year programme equates to 90 credits 
and it is devised to support Level 9 learning outcomes.

IHF MSc Advert.indd   1IHF MSc Advert.indd   1 01/02/2022   10:5001/02/2022   10:50

Athlone – Galway

BA (Hons) in Holistic Counselling 
& Psychotherapy (1 Year Add-on)

QQI validated, Level 8 
Venues – Dublin, Athlone and Galway

Commences September 2022

A Career in Counselling?
BA (Hons) in Holistic Counselling & Psychotherapy (4 years)

 QQI Level 8, IACP Accredited
Venues – Athlone and Galway
Commences September 2022

Diploma in Advanced Supervision across 
Professions - a holistic approach

IACP accredited
Co-facilitated by Dr. Bobby Moore  

Now accepting applicaiotns for October 2022

Professional Diploma in Expressive Arts  
– 60 CPD hours

Venue – Athlone. Commences June 2022

Professional Certificate in Psychosynthesis  
– 30 CPD Hours

A body, mind and spirit approach to well-being.
Venue – Blended Delivery Athlone/Online. 

Commences May 2022

Distance Learning CPD Courses 
Study at your own pace

Certificate in Loss and Bereavement

Reflection and Retreat in Nature

Personal Development Course

Mindfulness and Mindful Living Programme

Athlone – Galway – Dublin
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Be there for your clients on their terms—through 
video or chat, via web, app or in person with Kara’s 
secure tele-consultation solution.

Try it out with our 30 day free trial!

www.karaconnect.com

Consultations 
made personal.

Programme Director: Paul O’Donoghue MIAHIP

Post-Qualifying Programme

Programme Director: Bronagh Starrs MIAHIP

Dublin Counselling & Therapy Centre 
41 Upper Gardiner Street, Dublin 1 

Full description of both programmes and application forms are available by visiting our website 
www.dctc.ie or by contacting Dublin Counselling and Therapy Centre info@dctc.ie

In partnership with

Commencing September 2022

**Available in Dublin & Omagh**
Commencing October 2022

(4 Years part-time) (2 Years part-time)
MSc Counselling & Psychotherapy MSc Adolescent Psychotherapy
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Rooms to Rent at 5 Clanwilliam Square, Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2

PLEASE CONTACT US on 01 661 2220 | Email: INFO@LIFECHANGE.IE
For more details & photos see: www.lifechange.ie/room-rental

 Join an Experienced and Supportive Team
 Evening and Daytime Rental Blocks Available at Affordable Rates
 Newly Furbished, Equipped & Soundproofed Rooms
 Free Clinical Referrals and Online Scheduling Calendar
 High Speed Wifi for Online / Video Sessions
 Open 5 Days a Week from 8am to 10pm

JOIN OUR TEAM 
TODAY!

Please send us an 
email at 

thedublinwellbeing
centre@gmail.com

or call 086 347 
3473. We look 

forward to hearing 
from you. 

BEAUTIFUL THERAPY 
SPACE AVAILABLE AT 

THE DUBLIN 
WELLBEING CENTRE 

IN DUBLIN 2

If you are interested in working with 
clients in a warm and cosy environment, 
filled with character and positive energy, 

please contact us now. 

We offer a therapist directory on our 
website, an online booking system, 

promotion of you and your therapy, as 
well as referrals.  

    IFS Training Group
Internal Family Systems Therapy is a paradigm-shifting, 
highly effective psychotherapy. This small, online training group 
will be an intensive and experiential introduction to the 
approach, offering a grounding in the model for those 
who would like to begin using IFS in their client work and 
also get to know their own parts. Max participants: 8

Dates: Six consecutive Fridays 4.30pm to 6.30pm starting on 
March 11, 2022. New groups run bimonthly.
   Course fee: €300

Facilitator: Gayle Williamson (MIACP) has written widely 
on mental health and in recent years has devoted herself entirely to the IFS model after 
experiencing its transformative effects on her practice.

Bookings, further info and to go on an email list for future trainings/workshops: 
enq.ferneytherapy@hotmail.com Website: www.ferneytherapy.ie 

We offer introductory, accredited & shamanic 
practitioner courses to enable psychotherapists to 

further facilitate growth, self-awareness and wisdom 
within their clients.

Enable your clients to connect with their inner 
healer and release any stored trauma held in their 

body. Deepen the healing experience of your clients 
using Jungian, psychotherapeutic and shamanic 

techniques. CPD courses available.

To learn more, please visit our website at 
www.shamanicandpsychotherapeuticacademy.com 

GET IN TOUCH 
WITH US 
TODAY!

Please send us an 
email at 

tsapacademy@
gmail.com or 
call 086 607 

0260. We look 
forward to 

hearing from you. 

THE SHAMANIC AND 
PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC 

ACADEMY 
“Bringing the soul into the heart of therapy”

M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N  2 0 2 2

ADVERTISING IN THE IRISH
JOURNAL FOR COUNSELLING AND

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Advertise in the most widely read professional journal for counsellors and psychotherapists in Ireland

The Irish Journal for Counselling and Psychotherapy is the quarterly 
publication for the Irish Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy 
(IACP)

The IJCP explores a wide-range of topics relating to counselling and 
psychotherapy through evidence-based articles on clinical theory.

The journal has an outreach of 5,000 readers (including institutions 
and universities).

Please see:

www.iacp.ie/IJCP-back-editions 
for examples of the journal
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For ad bookings and back issues please see:

www.iacp.ie/IJCP-back-editions 

M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N  2 0 2 2

ADVERTISING IN THE IRISH
JOURNAL FOR COUNSELLING AND

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Advertise in the most widely read professional journal  

for counsellors and psychotherapists in Ireland

PRICING

Full Page €720

Half Page €480

Quarter Page €360

Eighth Page €180

Back Cover €900

Flyers €POA

Advertorials €POA

Please note: we do not charge VAT  
on our adverts

AD DEADLINES 

BOOKING ARTWORK

1st February 5th February

1st May 5th May

1st August 5th August

1st November 5th November

PUBLICATION DATES

Spring - 1st March

Summer - 1st June

Autumn - 1st September

Winter - 1st December

DIMENSIONS FOR ARTWORK

All ads should be supplied at the correct dimensions as re-scaling 
can cause distortion or reduction in quality.

Full Page: w179mm x h249mm

Half Page: w179mm x h123mm

Quarter Page: w88mm x h123mm

Eighth Page: w88mm x h60mm
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First Floor
Marina House
11-13 Clarence Street
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin. 

Ph: 01 2303536

www.iacp.ie
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© IACP, First Floor, Marina House, 11-13 Clarence Street, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. Phone: 01 2303536

We are delighted to be able to inform all members of IACP,  
including pre-accredited members, of a special rate  

to prepare and file your income tax return. 
 

Expert Services Accountants and Tax Advisors Limited are based in Dublin  
but we offer a nationwide service for all clients,  

either in-person or remotely, depending on your preference,  
and we can look after every aspect of your accounting requirements for you. 

 
Whether this is your first time having to file tax returns  

or you want to get a better deal on the  
service that you are currently getting,  

Expert Services can assist you with everything. 
 

Our special rate for IACP members of only €200 plus VAT 
will include everything you require:  

  
 Registration with Revenue / Change of Current Accountant 
 Preparation of your Counselling Income and Expenditure account 
 Advice on any credits or expenses that will reduce your final tax liability 
 Preparation of your F11 Income Tax Return 
 Filing of your F11 form with Revenue 
 Liaise with Revenue in relation to any issues or queries                                      

in relation to your return 
 Organise payment or refund of final tax amount 
 Provision of a tax clearance certificate and set of accounts, if required 
 

Contact Jerry and his team today for more information  
by emailing jerry@expertservices.ie  

We also offer all other accounting services including  
CGT, Company Accounting Packages, Payroll etc. 

Expert Services 
Accountants & Tax Advisors Limited 

Chase House,  
City Junction Business Park, 

Malahide Road, Dublin 17. 
D17 AK63 

01 539 2870                                       info@expertservices.ie 

Exclusive Offer for IACP Members 




